Winooski City Council - Remote & In-Person Meeting
Monday, September 19, 2022, at 6 PM
l

Attend online: https://us06web.zoom.us/j/84364849328

l

Attend by phone: 1 646 558 8656

l

Webinar ID: 843 6484 9328

l

Attend in-person: Winooski City Hall (27 West Allen Street)

I. Call to Order
II. Pledge of Allegiance
III. Agenda Review
IV. Public Comment
V. Consent Agenda
A. Approval: City Council Minutes of 9.6.22
Documents:
09.06.22_cc mins.pdf
B. Approval: Accounts Payable Warrant 9.15.22
Documents:
Accounts Payable Warrant 9.15.2022.pdf
C. Approval: Subsequent to Payout June, July, August 2022
Documents:
Subsequent to Payout June 2022.pdf
Subsequent to Payout July 2022.pdf
Subsequent to Payout August 2022.pdf
D. Approval: Payroll Warrant 8.21.22 - 9.3.22
Documents:
Payroll Warrant 8.21.22 - 9.3.22 Cover Sheet.pdf
VI. Council Reports
VII. City Updates

Payroll Warrant 8.21.22 - 9.3.22 Cover Sheet.pdf
VI. Council Reports
VII. City Updates
VIII. Regular Items
A. Discussion FY24 Budget Planning - Angela Aldieri, Finance Director
Documents:
Cover Sheet FY24 Budget Planning.pdf
FY24 Budget Planning Memo.pdf
B. Discussion: ARPA Input Update - Elaine Wang, City Manager, Paul
Sarne, Communications Manager
Documents:
Coversheet - ARPA.pdf
ARPA Survey Memo.pdf
C. Discussion: Goal Update: Municipal Infrastructure - Jon Rauscher,
Director of Public Works
Documents:
Coversheet - Municipal Infrastructure Goals Update.pdf
2022-09-19 Infrastructure Goals Update.pdf
D. Discussion/Approval: Traffic Calming Manual and Policy - Jon
Rauscher, Director of Public Works
Documents:
Coversheet - Traffic Calming Manual.pdf
Traffic Calming Policy - Revised.pdf
Winooski Traffic Calming Manual Amended-2022-09-19.pdf
E. Approval: Authorize City Manager to Sign the AFCSME Contract for
FY23-25 - Elaine Wang, City Manager
Documents:
Coversheet - AFCSME Contract.pdf
AFSCME Contract 2022-2025 FINAL.pdf
F. Discussion/Approval: VLCT, PACIF and VERB Annual Meeting Voting
Delegate - Mayor Kristine Lott
Documents:
Coversheet - VLCT, PACIF, and VERB Delegate.pdf
2022 VLCT, PACIF, and VERB Annual Meeting Warning.pdf
2022 VLCT, PACIF, and VERB Annual Meeting Agendas.pdf
G. Approval: Energy Efficiency Day Resolution - Councilor Bryn Oakleaf
Documents:

2022 VLCT, PACIF, and VERB Annual Meeting Agendas.pdf
G. Approval: Energy Efficiency Day Resolution - Councilor Bryn Oakleaf
Documents:
Energy Efficiency Day Resolution 9.19.22.pdf
IX. Adjourn

City of Winooski
Vermont’s Opportunity City

27 West Allen Street
Winooski Vermont 05404
802 655 6410
winooskivt.gov

Winooski City Council
Remote and In-Person Meeting
Tuesday September 6, 2022, at 6 PM
•
•
•
•

Attend online: https://us06web.zoom.us/j/84364849328
Attend by phone: 1 646 558 8656
Webinar ID: 843 6484 9328
Attend in-person: Winooski City Hall (27 West Allen Street)
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Call to Order
Pledge of Allegiance
Agenda Review
Public Comment
Consent Agenda
a. Approval: City Council Minutes of 08/08/22
b. Approval: Payroll Warrants 07/24/22-08/6/22, 08/07/22-08/20/22,
c. Approval: Accounts Payable Warrants as of 08/08/22 and 08/31/22
d. Approval: Bank Account Signatory Update- A Aldieri
e. Approval: Removal of Commissioner – Winooski Commission for Inclusion & Belonging
f. Approval: Event Permit – Pinegrove Terrace Block Party
VI. Council Reports
VII. City Updates
VIII. Regular Items
a. Discussion: Champlain Water District Bond Vote Overview – E Wang
b. Discussion: Reappraisal Process Overview – E Wang
c. Discussion/Approval: Assessor’s Office Errors & Omissions – E Wang
d. Discussion/Approval: Downtown Winooski MOU – E Wang
e. Approval: Commissioner Appointment SHCP Commission – R Coffey
f. Approval: Committee Member Appointment-Winooski Memorial Library
Committee – R Coffey
g. Approval: Development Review Board Member Appointment – E Vorwald
h. Approval: Commissioner Appointment-Municipal Infrastructure Commission – J
Rauscher
i. Discussion/Approval: Community Services Dept Scholarship Fund Fundraising
Campaign – R Coffey
j. Discussion/Approval: Housing Initiative Director Job Description – E Wang
k. Discussion: Eviction Protection Policy – T Renner, J Duncan
l. Discussion/Approval: COVID-19 Recovery Nonprofit Grant Guidelines – E Wang
m. Approval: City Manager Performance Summary – K Lott
n. Discussion: Strategic Vision Goal Update (All) – E Wang
IX. Executive Session - E Wang/J Rauscher/A Aldieri
Executive Session Pursuant to 1 V.S.A. Section 313 (E) Pending or Probable Civil
Litigation or a Prosecution, to which the Public Body is or may be a Party.
X. Executive Session – E Wang/R DiPalma
Executive Session Pursuant to 1 V.S.A. §313 (a)(1)(F), confidential attorney-client
communications made for the purpose of providing professional legal services to the
body.
XI. Adjourn

MINUTES
The Mayor called the meeting to order at 6:01 pm. Deputy Mayor Duncan led the Pledge of
Allegiance.
Members Present:
Mayor Kristine Lott
Deputy Mayor James Duncan
Councilors: Bryn Oakleaf, Aurora Hurd, Thomas Renner
Officers Present:
Elaine Wang, City Manager; Janet Brouard, Sr Assr City Clerk; Angela Aldieri, Finance Director.
Paul Sarne, Communications Manager; Jon Rauscher, Public Works Director; Eric Vorwald, Planning
& Zoning Manager; John Audy, Fire Chief; R Coffey, Community Services Director; Jenny
Willingham, City Clerk; Nate Eddy, Library Director.
Others Present:
Town Meeting TV, Joe Duncan, Nate Pion, Champlain Water District; Ted Nelson, Courtney Brown,
Vermont Appraisal Company; Meredith Bay-Tyack, Winooski Downtown; Grace Pfeil, Lauren Read,
Suzanne Blain, Anna Bell, Elise Carlson, Thomas Locatelle.
III. Agenda Review
The City Manager said that the first item in Executive Sessions will not be needed tonight.
MOTION by Councilor Duncan seconded by Councilor Oakleaf to remove Item IX. Executive Session.
Voted and passed 4-0.
Councilor Duncan motioned to move item e on the Consent agenda to item o to Regular items so
that the reasons behind the removal can be discussed.
MOTION by Councilor Duncan seconded by Councilor Renner to move item e on the Consent
agenda to item o on the Regular items. Voted and passed 4-0.
IV. Public Comment
Grace Pfeil appeared before the Council to speak on behalf of the Just Cause Eviction. Being a
renter herself, she has felt the effects. She hopes the Council will take time to explore this and
form a committee, to then get it on the ballot in March. The Mayor thanked her for her concerns
and said this is an item on the agenda and they will speak more about it then.
Suzanne Blain requested that the Council investigate the process of adding units to properties
within the City, specifically cottages. She admits the process is quite complex, currently being
required to file a conditional use permit when it should be a simple as zoning permit. She recently
appeared before the Planning Commission to voice her concerns and was referred to the City
Council. The Mayor thanked her for her concerns and will talk with staff.
Thomas Locatelle appeared in support of Grace and her concerns regarding the Just Cause Eviction
Policy Protection.

V. Consent Agenda
a. Approval: City Council Minutes of 08/08/22
MOTION by Councilor Oakleaf seconded by Councilor Hurd to approve the City Council Minutes of
08/08/22 as presented. Voted and passed 3-0. Councilor Duncan was absent from the meeting.
b.
c.
d.
f.

Approval: Payroll Warrants 07/24/22-08/6/22, 08/07/22-08/20/22,
Approval: Accounts Payable Warrants as of 08/08/22 and 08/31/22
Approval: Bank Account Signatory Update- A Aldieri
Approval: Event Permit – Pinegrove Terrace Block Party

MOTION by Councilor Renner seconded by Councilor Oakleaf to approve the Payroll Warrants,
Accounts Payable Warrants, Bank Account Signatory Update and Event Permit – Pinegrove Terrace
Block Party as presented. Voted and passed 4-0.
e. Approval: Removal of Commissioner – Winooski Commission for Inclusion & Belonging
This item was moved to item o under the Regular Items

VI. Council Reports
Councilor Hurd – attended the August SHCP meeting, in which their primary concerns were to
review the COVID recovery Grant Guidelines. The Inclusion and Belongings Commission held their
first meeting. Future meetings will be held on the 2nd Thursday of every even month. Some things
that were discussed were, rotating the chair and secretary positions at every meeting, assigned
who would become the ambassadors to each commission. They gave thanks to Jenny Willingham
for a successful Primary Election. They also wanted to thank Ray Coffey and his team for another
successful year.
Councilor Oakleaf - the Municipal Infrastructure Commission did not meet; their next meeting will
be September 15th. The CSWD ballot has been printed and ready. You will need to request a ballot;
they will not be sent automatically. The rover will be coming to Winooski on September 10th at the
Senior Center. Please check the City’s website or Front Porch Forum for more information.
Mayor Lott – the Planning Commission will meet this Thursday at 6:30 pm, it will be a remote
meeting. The interviews for the Airport Director are done, however no candidate has been
selected yet. She put a shout out that Town Meeting TV is looking for a Representative.
Councilor Duncan – none
Councilor Renner – mentioned that the Winooski Pride Event will be held on September 17th
VII. City Updates
•

RAISE grant and bridge project estimated timeline
(Grant funds must be obligated by June 30, 2026, and expended by September 30, 2031)
Vtrans target schedule
- Now to 2025: preliminary engineering, right-of-way clearance, environmental review,
utility coordination, public outreach.
- 2025-2027: (Assuming Design—Build project) complete final design, Contract Award
- April 2027: Start construction
- June 2030: potential bridge closure (lateral slide construction)

•
•
•
•
•

•

- August 2030: Bridge open to traffic
- November 2030: substantial completion
COVID wastewater detection trends and masking
9.3 Community Block Party was a success – thanks to all who attended
2022 Myers Memorial Pool Season has ended – thanks for a great season!
Thrive After School Registration now open – winooskivt.gov/thrive
Champlain Water District Special Bond Vote
o Tues Sept. 13 7 AM – 7 PM @ Champlain Water District
o 403 Queen City Park Road South Burlington
o champlainwater.org
Rethink Runoff looking for volunteers to clean up Morehouse Brook in Winooski on Saturday
September 24 – meet @ Landry Park
o Full details @ volunteer sign up @ rethinkrunoff.org

VIII. Regular Items
a. Discussion: Champlain Water District Bond Vote Overview – E Wang
Joe Duncan and Nate Pion from Champlain Water District gave a brief overview of the bond
vote on September 13th, the purpose of and a breakdown of project costs. Mr. Duncan said
the project is broken down into two areas: Replacement of a filter water tank and repairs to
the raw water parallel transmission main. CWD plans to construct the two anticipated
projects within the next 5-10 years without any grants, however with this federal grant we
will be able to construct both projects with only meeting the 20% funding requirement. CWD
is required to bond for the total projected cost amount of 8.37M even though we will only be
paying back 1.7M (which represents 20% of project costs). Mr. Pion wanted to make clear
that there will be no CWD rate increase because of these two projects. Councilor Oakleaf
asked if there was a minimum of voters needed to pass the bond. Mr. Duncan said no just a
majority of all communities one way or the other is all that’s needed. The Mayor thanked
both Mr. Duncan and Mr. Pion for their attendance tonight.
b. Discussion: Reappraisal Process Overview – E Wang
The City of Winooski has contracted with the Vermont Appraisal Company to perform a
City-wide reappraisal. Mr. Nelson, owner said they began in June by mailing out the first
round of inspection notices. We are starting on the east side of town working our way west.
Courtney Brown will be doing most of the inspections. Councilor Renner asked what
happens if someone doesn’t allow you into the property. Courtney said she will check MLS
for recent sales data and look to see if they have pulled any recent permits for interior
renovations. Usually all it takes is a simple phone call with the property owner to get the
information she needs. She will treat them as they arise.
c. Discussion/Approval: Assessor’s Office Errors & Omissions – E Wang
Mr. Nelson said when real estate or personal property is omitted from the Grand List by
mistake, or an obvious error is found, the Listers must get the approval of the Council to
rectify such errors. Mr. Nelson gave an overview of the adjustments brought before the
Council. There are seven accounts that need adjusting; The change in grand list value will
be an increase of $1,115,109 resulting in a City revenue increase of $13,261.99. The
Council’s only concern was if the two properties that had increases, were they allotted the
same ability of grievance. Mr. Nelson said yes, both properties were mailed notices and
given the opportunity to appeal the change on Friday, September 2 from 8am -12pm.

Neither party showed up.
MOTION by Councilor Renner seconded by Councilor Oakleaf to approve the Assessor’s
Office Errors & Omissions as presented. Voted and passed.3-0. Councilor Hurd abstained.
d. Discussion/Approval: Downtown Winooski MOU – E Wang
Meredith Bay-Tyack, Executive Director of the Winooski Downtown Association came before
the Council to discuss the attached Memorandum of Understanding between the Association
and the City of Winooski. The Downtown Winooski has been an organization since 2007.
The current MOU was designed by the association board of directors and city staff back in
2018. Both parties felt it time to update the goals and objective, scope of services and
responsibilities. Discussion ensued.
MOTION by Councilor Renner seconded by Councilor Hurd to approve the Downtown
Winooski MOU as presented. Voted and passed 4-0.
e. Approval: Commissioner Appointment SHCP Commission – R Coffey
Ray Coffey recommends appointing Elise Carlson to the Safe, Healthy, Connected People
Commission with a term expiring on June 30, 2024. Elise said she has a Master’s Degree in
Public Health and multiple years of experience so she can support the City’s Strategic vision
for initiatives related to public health and safety.
MOTION by Councilor Duncan seconded by Councilor Oakleaf to approve the appointment to
the SHCP Commission as presented. Voted and passed 4-0.
f. Approval: Committee Member Appointment-Winooski Memorial Library Committee
– R Coffey
Nate Eddy, Library Director recommends appointing Lauren Read to the Library Committee
with a term expiring on June 30, 2025. Lauren has been a resident of Winooski for the past
8 years and is a frequent patron and would love to give back to the community.
MOTION by Councilor Hurd seconded by Councilor Oakleaf to approve the appointment to
the Winooski Memorial Library Committee as presented. Voted and passed 4-0.
g. Approval: Development Review Board Member Appointment – E Vorwald
Mr. Vorwald said that with the recent departure of Kevin Lumpkin, Elsie Goodrich was
promoted to a full-time member thereby opening a vacancy for an alternate to the board.
Jordan Matte has been a resident of Winooski for years and has expressed an interest in
helping Winooski move forward to ensure that Winooski remains a desirable place to live,
work and visit. Mr. Vorwald said this appointment will fill the only vacancy left on the board.
MOTION by Councilor Renner seconded by Councilor Duncan to approve the appointment to
the Development Review Board as presented. Voted and passed 4-0.

h. Approval: Commissioner Appointment-Municipal Infrastructure Commission – J
Rauscher
Mr. Rauscher said the Municipal Infrastructure Commission currently has one regular
member vacancy. He recommends the appointment of Michelle Metzler to the Commission
for a one-year term.
MOTION by Councilor Renner seconded by Councilor Duncan to approve the appointment to
the Municipal Infrastructure Commission as presented. Voted and passed 3-0, Councilor
Oakleaf abstained.
i. Discussion/Approval: Community Services Dept Scholarship Fund Fundraising
Campaign – R Coffey
Mr. Coffey said according to the City’s Financial Policies adopted by Council in 2021, all
requests for fundraising efforts must be authorized by City Council at a public meeting. Mr.
Coffey said staff is seeking approval to conduct a fundraising campaign to replenish the
Community Services Department’s Scholarship Fund. He said the funds were depleted due
to high demand for the Myers Pool this summer. He gave an overview of the activities
planned. Some discussion ensued.
MOTION by Councilor Oakleaf seconded by Councilor Renner to approve the Community
Services Dept Scholarship Fund Fundraising Campaign as presented. Voted and passed 4-0.
The Mayor called a 5-minute recess. The meeting will reconvene at 7:30 pm
j. Discussion/Approval: Housing Initiative Director Job Description – E Wang
City Manger Wang gave an overview of the position. She said this position will research,
develop, and help implement initiatives that are in line with the City’s housing goal and
Council’s housing-related policy priorities and strategies. This position is a spin off from the
previous Community and Economic Development Officer position with a greater expansion
in housing related aspects and less grant writing capacity. The grants writing portion will be
discussed at a later date whether to outsource it. Discussion ensued with thoughts and
concerns from Council.
MOTION by Councilor Duncan seconded by Councilor Hurd to approve the Housing Initiative
Director Job Description as presented with striking the last sentence of the purpose stating
what the position will not serve as. Voted and passed 4-0.
k. Discussion: Eviction Protection Policy – T Renner, J Duncan
City Manager prefaced the discussion of this item by saying that before this becomes a
ballot an item, we must first do a lot of background work, then have 2 public hearings 30
days apart from each other. Therefore, not leaving enough time to have ready for the
November Election and will be tight for the March one too. Lengthy discussion proceeded,
with several pros and cons from the Council. Finally, after a unanimous decision, Council
decided to wait for the housing position to be staffed before moving forward with this
policy.

l. Discussion/Approval: COVID-19 Recovery Nonprofit Grant Guidelines – E Wang
City Manager Wang introduced this item and there have been a lot of changes made since
the last version brought to Council. We had an external entity view the document and
suggested changes were given. The Mayor expressed her concern over the section
pertaining to eligibility considerations, Section 2 A, specifically allowing unregistered,
unincorporated charitable or mutual aid organizations that serve Winooski residents. She
doesn’t feel comfortable awarding funds to organizations that maintain a personal checking
account. She said the purpose of these guideline are to maintain transparency and to limit
the risk for fraud. Other Council members agreed. Councilor Oakleaf brought up that she
was uneasy with the second bullet in that same section that refers to providing services.
She would like to eliminate that last part that says, “or will provide services” She feels these
funds are intended to provide relief from COVID and not to be used for future intent to
provide services. The Mayor added that the words “Pre-existing could be added to
beginning to now read “Pre-Existing Organizations that have provided, are currently
providing, or will provide” The last change that is recommended refers to the extension
period in Section 4 D. It mentions allowing for an extension, but Council would like to see it
defined. The Mayor said since this item is on the agenda for approval, and we can’t vote in
the negative, she is asking for a vote to the question “Do you support including the wording
in Section 2 A that pertains to Unregistered, Unincorporated Charitable Organizations? Yes
0, No 5
MOTION by Councilor Duncan seconded by Councilor Renner to approve the COVID-19
Recovery Nonprofit Grant guidelines with the following changes.
1) Strike the first sentence in Section 2 A that allows for Unregistered, Unincorporated
Charitable or mutual aid organizations that serve Winooski residents.
2) In the same Section 2, next bullet item, add the words “Pre-existing” to the
beginning of the sentence to now read “Pre-existing organizations that have
provided, are currently providing, or will provide services:”
3) In Section 4 D, direct staff to define the extension period.
Voted and passed 4-0.
m. Approval: City Manager Performance Summary – K Lott
The Mayor outlined the review process from the evaluation form, council discussion and
summary statement of compiled results. She said the Council is pleased with Elaine’s high
level of performance and achievement in her initial weeks in the role of City Manager.
MOTION by Councilor Oakleaf seconded be Councilor Renner to approve the City Manager
Performance Summary as presented. Voted and passed 4-0.
n. Discussion: Strategic Vision Goal Update (All) – E Wang
City Manager Wang presented this update. She walked though each item and where it
currently falls on the progress timeline. No comments from Council.
o. Approval: Removal of Commissioner – Winooski Commission for Inclusion and
Belonging
This item was moved to the Regular Items from the Consent portion of this agenda. It was
felt that discussion was necessary to justify the reasoning behind this request for removal.
Councilor Hurd said multiple attempts were made to contact this commissioner to no avail.

An informational binder was never picked up at Clerk’s office and a meeting was held with a
no show. Councilor Hurd recommends removal of such commissioner and open the search
for another candidate.
MOTION by Councilor Duncan seconded by Councilor Hurd to approve the removal with the
understanding that if the commissioner wishes to remain a member they can, Voted and
passed 4-0.
MOTION by Councilor Duncan seconded by Councilor Hurd Pursuant 1 V.S.A. Section 313 (1)
(F), confidential attorney-client communications made for the purpose of providing
professional legal services to the body, feel that further discussions should be held in
Executive Session. Voted and passed 4-0.
IX. Executive Session - E Wang/J Rauscher/A Aldieri
Executive Session Pursuant to 1 V.S.A. Section 313 (E) Pending or Probable Civil Litigation or
a Prosecution, to which the Public Body is or may be a Party.
This item was removed in Agenda review
X. Executive Session – E Wang/R DiPalma
Executive Session Pursuant to 1 V.S.A. §313 (a)(1)(F), confidential attorney-client
communications made for the purpose of providing professional legal services to the body.
MOTION by Councilor Duncan seconded by Councilor Renner to enter Executive Session and
to invite City Manager Elaine Wang and Attorney Robert DiPalma at 8:53 pm. Voted and passed
4-0.
XI. Adjourn
MOTION by Councilor Oakleaf seconded by Councilor Duncan to adjourn the meeting at 9:54pm
Voted and passed 4-0.
ATTEST: _________________________________________
Sr. Asst City Clerk

City of Winooski
Vermont’s Opportunity City

Agenda Item

FY24 Budget Planning

Date
Submitting
Department
Recommended
Action

September 19, 2022
Finance

Strategic Vision Area
and Strategy
Expenditure
Required
Background
Information

27 West Allen Street
Winooski Vermont 05404
802 655 6410
winooskivt.gov

Discuss & Approve FY24 Budget plan proposal.
Recommended Motion: “Approve as presented (or amended) the
FY24 budget plan and schedule.”
All
n/a
The FY24 budget process will follow the methods established in
prior years. The City Manager will present a proposed budget
with all budgets presented simultaneously (general, enterprise,
and special revenue funds, and capital plans). This will provide
the most complete picture of the City’s financial position and
operations.
Attached is a memo outlining the proposed plan, the Council
schedule required, and related staff schedule.

Supporting
Documents
Interested Parties
City Manager
Approval

FY24 Budget Planning Memo
All

City of Winooski
Vermont’s Opportunity City

27 West Allen Street
Winooski Vermont 05404
802 655 6410
winooskivt.gov

Memorandum
To: Mayor Lott and Councilors
From: Angela Aldieri, Finance Director Date: September 19, 2022
Re: FY24 Budget Planning
We recommend that the FY24 budget process follow the methodology established in previous years. An
overall proposed budget will be presented with all individual budgets (general fund, enterprise funds,
special revenue funds, and the capital budget) included. This will provide the most comprehensive picture
of the City’s finances and operations. Additionally, we will follow a similar schedule in which the proposed
budget will be presented at the beginning of December with presentations on operational areas following
over the next several meetings.
Groupings: Operational areas will be presented as follows:
•
•
•
•

General Government: Administration, TIF, Parking, Community & Economic Development, and Planning
& Zoning
Public Safety: Police, Fire, Code Enforcement, and Rental Registry
Public Works: Public Works, Water, Wastewater, Stormwater, and overall CIP
Community Services: Library, Parks and Recreation, Thrive, Senior Center, and O’Brien Community
Center

Materials: To ensure that information is clearly presented in advance of decision making, staff will present
the following:
•
•
•

A complete budget book including overall information, departmental templates, and all roll- up budgets
included
Uniform presentations for each grouping that outlines alignment to Strategic Vision, organizational
chart, accomplishments and goals, budget roll-ups, and significant budget changes
A leveraged funds report outlining other funding sources than property taxes being used to conduct
business in the City.

Proposed Council Schedule
Date
October 17, 2021

December 5, 2022

December 12, 2022

Meeting Content
Council Budget Planning &
Budget Goal Setting
Session
Overall Budget
Presentation & General
Government
Community Services

Materials Provided
Baseline history and
comparison data
Full Budget Book provided

PowerPoint

Date
January 3, 2023
(Tuesday)
January 9, 2023
January 17, 2023
(Tuesday)
January 23, 2023
February 2023
February 27, 2023
March 7, 2023

Meeting Content
Public Works & Overall CIP

Materials Provided
PowerPoint

Public Safety
Overall Budget Discussion

PowerPoint
PowerPoint

Budget Approval Vote & Set
Warning
Community Event
Town Meeting Day Meeting &
Presentation
Town Meeting Day

Warning
Overview Presentation
Overview Presentation

Proposed Staff Schedule
To achieve this schedule, staff will take the following steps.
Date
September 6, 2022

Meeting

October 5, 2022

Leadership Team

Week of October 3rd
Weeks of September
12, 19, 26, October 3,
10 and
17

NOTE: Auditors here

October 17, 2022

COUNCIL: Budget Goal
Setting Session
Meeting with Assessor,
Planning & Zoning Manager,
and Fire Chief

Mid October

October 28, 2022
November 2, 2022
November 9, 2022
November 16, 2022
November 23, 2022 (if
needed)
November 28, 2022

Content/Task
FY24 budget worksheets to
Staff
Review budget process &
labor distribution
Angela may be unavailable
Leadership Team meet with
their staff to build their
budgets. Meet with Angela
as needed.
Council goals to Staff
Estimate Grand List growth

Leadership Team submits
budget(s) to Angela
Budget Congress:
Leadership Team
Budget Congress:
Leadership
Team
Budget Congress:
Leadership Team
Budget Congress:
Leadership Team

Final Budget Book templates
due

Finalize staff
recommendation
Budget Book complete for
distribution to Council

City of Winooski

27 West Allen Street
Winooski Vermont 05404
802 655 6410
winooskivt.gov

Vermont’s Opportunity City

Date
Week of November 28,
2022
December 5, 2022

Meeting
All Staff Meeting

December 12, 2022

COUNCIL: Community
Services
COUNCIL: Public Works &
CIP
COUNCIL: Public Safety
COUNCIL: Overall Budget
Discussion
COUNCIL: Budget Approval
Vote & Set Warning

January 3, 2023
(Tuesday)
January 9, 2023
January 17, 2023
(Tuesday)
January 23, 2023
January 26, 2023
(40 days before town
meeting)

COUNCIL: Overall Budget
Presentation & General
Government

Content/Task
Proposed budget presented
to entire staff
Full Budget Book provided

PowerPoint – by prior Friday
PowerPoint – by prior Friday
PowerPoint – by prior Friday
PowerPoint – by prior Friday
Warning
Final Town Meeting Warning
must be posted.

City of Winooski
Vermont’s Opportunity City

Agenda Item

ARPA Input Update

Date

September 19, 2022

Submitting Department

City Manager, Communications

Recommended Action

None

Strategic Vision Area and
Strategy

All

Expenditure Required
(amount and source)
Background Information

N/A

Supporting Documents

Memo

Interested Parties

All

City Manager Approval

See following memo.

27 West Allen Street
Winooski Vermont 05404
802 655 6410
winooskivt.gov

City of Winooski
Vermont’s Opportunity City

27 West Allen Street
Winooski Vermont 05404
802 655 6410
winooskivt.gov

Memorandum
9.19.22
Elaine Wang, City Manager / Paul Sarne, Communications Manager
To: City Council
Subject: American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) Survey Update
Collecting Input - As you know, Council and staff have been collecting input from community members
to help shape Council decisions regarding how to use ARPA funds.
Collection modes have already included:
•

Online Survey - To date, 65 individual responses have been collected from an online survey. The
survey was located on the City’s ARPA page (https://www.winooskivt.gov/arpa) and was shared
to the City’s outreach channels.

•

Bilingual Listening Sessions - To improve access for residents with limited English, in-person
listening sessions were held in coordination with the Winooski School District Multilingual
Liaisons at the Winooski Memorial Library,. Sessions were held for Nepali, Arabic, and Swahili
speaking residents. Attempts have been made to host sessions for Burmese, Somali, and Mai Mai
speaking residents, but scheduling conflicts and general interest remain a barrier. With school
back in session we have paused these efforts for the foreseeable future.

•

Meeting Notes/Minutes - Councilor Aurora Hurd has provided notes from a Coffee Chat event
they attended at the Winooski Senior Center. We also intend to include previous ARPA feedback
from Commissions that had or plan to have those discussions: Safe, Healthy, Connected People
Commission, Municipal Infrastructure Commission, Housing Commission, Planning Commission.

Planned future audiences: More recently, staff have discussed a need for input from more
stakeholders. We now plan to organize other input opportunities for:
•

Youth
o Winooski School District, other two other schools to be approached
o Community Services (Thrive, Recreation and Parks, Library)

•

Seniors
o Winooski Senior Center
o Other venues under discussion

•

City of Winooski Staff
o Leadership Team
o Staff

Analysis to date – Using qualitative methods, we have completed analysis of the online survey
responses, bilingual listening session notes, and Councilor Hurd’s Coffee Chat notes. After discussing
with Mayor Lott, we have decided not to share these results until we have been able to collect and/or
analyze data from remaining sources, to avoid biasing you prematurely.
To give you a preview, most of the data falls within our Strategic Vision Areas, for example: affordable
housing (Housing), cost of food (Economic Vitality), road condition (Municipal Infrastructure), access to
childcare (Safe, Healthy, Connected People).
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Per the Council adopted 2022-2023 Policy Priorities and
Strategies and the accompanying monitoring plan, we present
the first goal update for Municipal Infrastructure.
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Vermont’s Opportunity City

Memorandum
Date:
From:
To:
Subject:

September 19, 2022
Jon Rauscher, DPW Director
City Council
2022-2023 Policy Priorities and Strategies Update: Municipal Infrastructure

Per the Council adopted 2022-2023 Policy Priorities and Strategies and the accompanying
monitoring plan, we present the first Municipal Infrastructure update. Below you will find a chart
of the adopted priorities with current status and description.
Key
= proceeding as planned
= proceeding but slower than planned

A. Must Do Priorities:

= started but not proceeding well
= not started yet

Status

Prepare a City-wide ADA transition Plan

Curb ramp inventory complete – see
details 1) below.

VTrans FY22' Capital project coordination
(US 2/7 and Rt 15 Street resurfacing, Exit 16 DDI)

Resurfacing project targeted for
completion this fall – see details 2)
below

Update Chapter 29 Tree Ordinance - ordinance update
associated with state statute revisions

Not started - Tree Committee has
shared draft langauge
recommendations.

Main Street Revitalization Project
Pending bid results, contract award, public outreach and
project construction start

See additional details 3) below

Complete Lafountain/Dion Street Scoping Study

CCRPC is in the process of soliciting
consultants for this work.

West Allen Street Park Plan

Led by Community Service- pending
OCC sale coordination

Create a City-wide Bike-Ped Masterplan (FY23 UPWP)

CCRPC has selected Dubois & King to
prepare the plan. The scope of work
recently finalized. DPW is providing
support to the Planning Department
who is the lead on the project.

OCC/St. Stephens visioning and planning

OCC planning in progress, see details
4) below; St. Stephens dependent on
their timeline

B. Recommended Priorities:

Status

Winooski/Burlington Bridge Planning

See additional details 5) below –
upgrade to “must do”

Historic Preservation Regulations and Strategies

Planning Commission review

Update Chapter 23 Stormwater Ordinance
Revisit Traffic Impact Fees
Identify proposed City energy goals and possible development
incentives

Municipal Infrastructure Commission is
in the process of reviewing potential
goals.

Parking Updates Associated with Parking Study
Explore Protection of Natural Areas

C. Priorities Discussion
1.

ADA Transition Plan
This work is being supported by a Unified Work Plan grant from the Chittenden County Regional Planning
Commission (CCRPC). To-date, CCRPC intern staff have completed an inventory of ADA curb ramps citywide for compliance. We are currently reviewing the GIS data. The next steps will include additional
inventory work and procuring a consultant to prepare the plan.

2. Vtrans Project Coordination

US2/7 Roadway Resurfacing
The US 2/7 roadway resurfacing project is nearing completion. DPW staff have worked closely with
Vtrans and the contractor on utility issues and development coordination. Remaining work includes the
final roadway painting scope and the rapid-flash crosswalk beacon installations at Dion and Manseau
Street.
The revised corridor layout was adapted from the City approved “short-term improvements” outlined in
the “East Allen Gateway Corridor Scoping Study” https://www.ccrpcvt.org/our-

work/transportation/current-projects/scoping/east-allen-street-gateway-enhancements-scoping-study/

As shown in the long-term improvements plan, the main focus of the study includes a future traffic signal
at Hood’s Crossing. This improvement would need to be incorporated into the city’s Capital Improvements
Plan for implementation.

Exit 16 Diverging Diamond Interchange

On August 22, Vtrans awarded the phase 1 project scope to SD Ireland. This work will mainly consist of
utility relocations and retaining wall construction. We expect the bulk of this work to be starting in the
spring. We will continue to work closely with the DDI team to coordinate the Main Street project
construction and traffic control impacts.
(For Exit 16 DDI Updates: https://www.exit16ddi.vtransprojects.vermont.gov/)

3. Main Street Revitalization Project

Project Status

We are looking to bid the project this winter to accommodate grant financing obligations and allow for a
preferential bidding window for contractors.
Our target date to complete the right-of-way easments process in October 31st. Of the 65 parcels along
the corridor, only 6 have not responded or provided approval. If we cannot contact or obtain approvals
from these remaining properties, we will adjust the proposed design as needed (ex. limit excavation work,
relocate electrical equipment, etc.).
For future Council approvals, we expect to bring forward an engineering services agreement amendment
for bid phase and construction services in October. We are currently just waiting on the Agency of
Natural Resources to complete their review. USDA has completed their review of the agreement.

Project Costs

On August 24th, the City was awarded a Northern Border Regional Commission grant in the amount of
$817,908 to support General Fund related expenses on the project. This will significantly help to provide
financial buffer against the current construction market volatility and inflation cost increases. Based on
our most-recent engineering estimate (June) the total estimated project cost (not including grants) is
±$23M. This value is up from ±$21M in December. Please note, given the current volatility in the
construction market, influx of projects and lack of local contractors the bid prices may be higher than the
engineering estimate.
4. O’Brien Community Center
The O’Brien Community Center project has crossed an important threshold – the anchor tenant,
Community Health Centers of Burlington (CHCB), has decided to stay within the existing building rather
than build a new one on the lot. Next, CHCB, city staff, and Champlain Housing Trust have to arrive at an
internal plan we can all live with; from the City staff perspective, that means considering current and
future community needs. We have been discussing what else should be done with the rest of the lot. City
staff and CHT agree on the importance of whatever it is that it not add additional parking pressure,
maintain visibility to the OCC building/services, and make the entrance more welcoming.
5. Winooski/Burlington Bridge Planning
With the recent award of the $24.8M in Federal funding, this project has become a “must do” item for the
2022-2023 priority list. Since the award, we have had a kick-off discussion with Vtrans, Burlington and
CCRPC to review next steps.
Vtrans is in the process of establishing their project team that will lead this effort. There are no updates
at this time. Our next check-in with Vtrans, Burlington and CCRPC will be in early October.
D. Operational Items
As requested below are additional public works updates.

Street pavement markings

On 9/14 we had a bid opening for city-wide street pavement markings (crosswalks, bike lanes, fog lines,
parking lines, etc.). unfortunately, no bids were received.
We have since discussed this work with Vtrans’ painting contractor and will be receiving a quote to
perform this work. As mentioned during the FY23’ budget, we are proposing to maintain this work as a
dedicated annual budget line item. Additional funding will be requested to maintain more durable
markings (ex. epoxy paint) that perform better on pavement in good condition.
Street resurfacing

City contracted street resurfacing work is targeted for October and will include Barlow Street and North
Street (Brisson Crt. to north end). Whitcomb Construction was the awarded contractor in the amount of
$131,842.40.
Please note, the original targeted street resurfacing area for this season was Florida Avenue, Reginald
Street, Roger Street, Bernard Street and Gail Street. Unfortunately, we determined that existing curbing
in this area is in need of replacement prior to resurfacing work. The curbing has zero to ±2 inches of
reveal at the street. The estimated cost for the curbing replacement is $413K. This curbing replacement is
also required prior to any sidewalk replacement work to allow for adequate grading and drainage.
Additional details on this work and the forecasted resurfacing work will be provided during the FY24’
budget discussion.
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Agenda Item

Traffic Calming Manual and Policy Approval

Date

September 19, 2022

Submitting Department

Public Works

Recommended Action

Review ammended traffic calming manual and policy and provide
feedback. If there are no additional comments, item is on for approval.

Strategic Vision Area
and Strategy

Municipal Infrastructure

Expenditure Required
(amount and source)

NA
During the August 8, 2022 City Council meeting, a draft of the proposed
traffic calming manual and policy was presented to Council for review.
During the meeting, the following feedback was provided;
• Manual - Update truck route map (pg. 15) and truck route description (pg.
17)
• Manual - Eliminate”Gateways” from Table 3.1 for clarity (pg. 20)

Background Information

• Manual - Bike lane cost description (pg. 30)
• Policy – included language to highlight that the city reserves the right to
implement low-cost temporary treatment options if the warrant is met
• Policy – added language confirming no appeal process if warrants are not
met.

Supporting Documents

Amended Traffic Calming Manual and Traffic Calming Policy

Interested Parties

All

City Manager Approval
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Traffic Calming Policy
Purpose Statement
The purpose of traffic calming is to support the livability and vitality of residential and commercial
areas through improvements for safety, mobility, and comfort. These objectives are typically
achieved by reducing vehicle speeds or volumes on a single street or a street network, which
collectively improve conditions for non-motorized street users. Traffic calming measures consist of
horizontal, vertical, lane narrowing, roadside, and other features using self-enforcing physical or
behavioral means.
Applicable Standards
•

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) - Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)

•

FHWA Office of Safety. Traffic Calming ePrimer

•

American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO), A Policy on Geometric
Design of Highways and Streets. Latest Edition

•

Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE). Traffic Calming Measures Guide

•

National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO). Urban Street Design Guide

Statement
The Department of Public Works shall utilize the published City of Winooski Traffic Calming Manual to
evaluate and implement traffic calming measures within the city.
In addition to the traffic calming treatments identified in the manual, the city reserves to right to
implement low-cost temporary treatment alternatives if a traffic calming warrant is met.
Temporary treatments would allow for additional public feedback, data collection and expedited
implementation until a permanent treatment could be implemented.
As outlined in the manual, if the warrants are not met for traffic calming, a three-year grace period
for re-reporting will be in effect unless noticeable development or traffic patterns change. There is no
appeal process if warrants are not met.
References: City of Winooski Traffic Calming Manual (June 2022 or latest revision)
Author: City of Winooski Traffic Calming Manual – Stantec
Review/Approval: Municipal Infrastructure Commission Review: 4/21/2022
City Council Approval: TBD

TRAFFIC CALMING
MANUAL

CITY OF WINOOSKI VERMONT

DATE: JUNE 2022

THANK YOU.

This Traffic Calming Manual was prepared by Stantec for the City of
Winooski, Vermont. Special thanks to the members of the project team that
participated in the development of this Traffic Calming Manual:
-

Jon Rauscher
City of Winooski
Eric Vorwald
City of Winooski

-

Sai Sarepalli
CCRPC
Marshall Distel
CCRPC

The preparation of this report has been financed in part through grant[s] from the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) and Federal Transit Administration (FTA), U.S. Department of Transportation
(USDOT), under the State Planning and Research Program, Section 505 [or Metropolitan Planning
Program, Section 104(f)] of Title 23, U.S. Code. The contents of this report do not necessarily reflect
the official views or policy of the U.S. Department of Transportation.
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INTRODUCTION
This manual focuses on traffic calming procedures
and measures for existing streets in the City of
Winooski, VT. The purpose of traffic calming is to
support the livability and vitality of residential
and commercial areas through improvements
for safety, mobility, and comfort. These
objectives are typically achieved by reducing vehicle
speeds or volumes on a single street or a street
network, which collectively improve conditions for
non-motorized street users. Traffic calming
measures consist of horizontal, vertical, lane
narrowing, roadside, and other features using
self-enforcing physical or behavioral means.
Research from the Federal Highways Administration
(FHWA) and Institute of Transportation Engineers
(ITE) has been instrumental in promulgating this
practice nationwide and informs the processes and
measures that make up this manual.

IMAGE HERE

Winooski Falls Way.

Goals & Objectives
This Traffic Calming Manual represents an
important step for the City of Winooski in its
mission and vision to provide a safe, healthy and
welcoming environment with opportunities to
connect and engage with other residents of the city.
Building upon previous efforts to identify traffic
calming measures suitable for construction, this
manual provides the City of Winooski with:
 THE PROCESS: Procedures by which residents
may request and the city may investigate and
pursue traffic calming measures along its
residential and collector streets.
 THE TOOLBOX: Guidance regarding the
appropriate use, design, signing and pavement
markings of traffic calming measures.

This manual focuses on traffic calming measures
for existing streets. The traffic calming program
is designed for streets with posted speeds less
than or equal to 30 mph and is not necessarily
appropriate for multilane arterial corridors.
Goals of this program are to:
 Protect existing residential neighborhoods
through appropriate traffic and speed
management
 Promote safe, comfortable, multimodal
transportation
 Provide acceptable levels of access, while
minimizing unnecessary traffic or excessive
speeds.

WINOOSKI TRAFFIC CALMING MANUAL
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What is Traffic Calming?
The Federal Highways Administration (FHWA) describes traffic calming as:

“Supporting the livability and vitality of residential and commercial areas through
improvements in non-motorist safety, mobility, and comfort. These objectives are
typically achieved by reducing vehicle speeds or volumes on a single street or a street
network. Traffic calming measures consist of horizontal, vertical, lane narrowing,
roadside, and other features that use self-enforcing physical or psycho-perception means
to produce desired effects.“
Traffic Calming ePrimer, Module 2. Federal Highways Administration (FHWA), Office of Safety.

Figure 1.1: Relationship between vehicle speed and pedestrian fatalities.
Source: FHWA.

The essential elements
of traffic calming remain
the same: (1) reduction of
automobile speeds and/or
volume, (2) through the use
of physical measures, (3)
to improve quality of life in
residential and commercial
areas, and (4) increase the
safety of pedestrians and
bicyclists.

What is NOT Traffic Calming?
It’s important to clarify potential treatments that
will not be considered as traffic calming measures.
Four common requests from residents include:
 Stop sign installation requests,
 Speed radar equipment installation,
 Driver safety education, and
 Speed limit enforcement efforts by local police.
While stop signs and other traffic control signs
are means by which traffic operations may be
managed, they are not considered traffic calming
devices because they are not self-enforcing. As
regulatory traffic control devices, traffic control
signs obligate the motorist to alter their driving

6
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behavior and reduce speed, but require enforcement
by authorities in order to be effective rather than
the operator’s voluntary modification of their
behavior. Research overwhelmingly show that stop
signs are not effective as a speed control device;
and, in fact, have been found to aggravate speeding
conditions between traffic control locations.
Driver safety education is an essential
requirement for obtaining a state drivers’ license
but is not in itself a traffic calming measure because
it is not a physical treatment that is self-enforcing.
For these reasons, requests of this nature will not
be considered under the City’s Traffic Calming
Program.
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Why is Traffic Calming Important?
By reducing vehicle speeds, traffic calming measures help to make our community safer for drivers,
bicyclists, and pedestrians alike, and increases our quality of living. Crashes occur throughout Winooski,
regardless of the different street types or land use context. As vehicle speeds increase, the risk of death
for pedestrians increases, and the likely severity of crashes between vehicles does as well. Calming traffic
encourages vehicle travel to and through Winooski at speeds that are safer for all users, giving bicyclists
and pedestrians greater safety, and making our city more walkable, bikeable, and livable.

TRAFFIC CALMING GOALS:
 Increasing the quality of life;

Figure 1.2: Relationship between
speed, stopping distance, and
serious injury.

 Incorporating the preferences and
requirements of the people using the area
(e.g., working, playing, residing) along the
street(s), or at intersection(s);
 Creating safe and attractive streets;
 Helping to reduce the negative effects of
motor vehicles on the environment (e.g.,
pollution, sprawl); and
 Promoting pedestrian, bicycle and transit
use.

TRAFFIC CALMING OBJECTIVES:
 Achieving slow speeds for motor vehicles;
 Reducing crash frequency and severity;
 Increasing the safety and the perception
of safety for non-motorized users of the
street(s);
 Reducing the need for police enforcement;
 Enhancing the street environment (e.g.,
streetscaping);
 Encouraging water infiltration into the
ground;
 Increasing access for all modes of
transportation; and
 Reducing cut-through motor vehicle traffic.
Source: ITE website https://www.ite.org/technicalresources/traffic-calming/

WINOOSKI TRAFFIC CALMING MANUAL
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10-15 MPH

Figure 1.4: Relationship
between speed and peripheral
vision while driving.

40+ MPH

Figure 1.3: Crash density map of Winooski, VT. Dots represent crash locations.
Red indicates high concentration of crashes, while green represents lower concentrations.
Source: VTrans Public Crash Data Query Tool (2016-2021).
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What is Winooski Already Doing for Traffic
Calming?
The City of Winooski isn’t starting from scratch in
its efforts to develop a traffic calming program. The
Public Works Department has existing standards that
govern the form and function of Winooski’s streets,
including pedestrian and road facilities guidelines.
This manual builds upon these existing plans,
programs, and departments, identified below:
 WINOOSKI DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
STREETS AND FACILITIES TEAM: Responsible
for maintaining and improving the city’s street
network, buildings, and parks system.
 MUNICIPAL INFRASTRUCTURE COMMISSION:
A City Commission that provides policy support to
the City Council related to infrastructure issues.
 WINOOSKI MUNICIPAL CODE, STREETS
AND SIDEWALK CHAPTER: This chapter of
Winooski’s code outlines guidelines to help

promote safe and effective pedestrian and
vehicular travel throughout the city.
 WINOOSKI PUBLIC WORKS STANDARDS
AND SPECIFICATIONS: These guidelines
define the different type of street typologies
along with detailed engineering drawings of
different devices used by the Public Works
department. Traffic Calming measures could
be/have been added to this document.
 TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN: The
community’s vision and goals for mobility,
including a prioritized Action Plan to align
policy with projects.
 STRATEGIC VISION MASTER PLAN: A guiding
document adopted in 2019 with steps for
the city to continue its mission for a livable,
diverse, and affordable community.

Winooski’s downtown center showcasing a large roundabout, an excellent example of traffic calming.
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TRAFFIC CALMING
EVALUATION PROCESS

This manual assists the Department of Public Works (Public Works) and the citizens of Winooski with
requesting, evaluating and implementing traffic calming measures within the city. It will be used by Public
Works staff to evaluate whether requests for traffic calming will follow the Traffic Calming Program or an
alternate process. The objective is to provide clear, transparent guidance to the public, and simplify the
overall process from initiation to implementation.

Evaluation Process
Upon receipt of a formal Report of Problem (either
public request via email or phone call, or website
input form), the first decision point is whether the
traffic problem relates to one of three identified
factors: speed, crashes, or volume/heavy trucks.
If this initial screening justifies additional data
collection, then the next step is a formal Traffic
Calming Assessment by conducting a field review,
collecting traffic data, or analyzing existing data. The
type of traffic data collected will be dictated by the
nature of the problem identified.
Speed data may involve the collection and analysis of
vehicles over a 48-hour period to determine the 85th
percentile differential measurement, operating under
typical traffic conditions while schools are in session.
Crash data may involve research on the current
VTrans annual Crash Rates calculations, as well
as crash records from VTrans Annual State Crash
Database, or Public Crash Data Query Tool.
Volume/Heavy Truck data may involve conducting
a 24- or 48-hour vehicle classification count,
specifically for vehicles with three or more axles.
Public Works will assemble and analyze these data to
determine if specific threshold criteria warrants are
exceeded.

12
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BASICS OF THE TRAFFIC CALMING
PROCESS:
Requests are initiated by contacting Public
Works to initiate a request (www.winooskivt.
gov/170/Public-Works).
 If warrants are met (See Threshold
Criteria Warrants), Public Works will
identify measures that address the
identified problem(s) and develop a
concept plan(s).
 A public meeting will be held during
the regularly scheduled monthly public
municipal infrastructure commission
meeting to provide feedback on the
treatment concept. If needed, a second
meeting will be scheduled to share
updated plans.
 If warrants are not met, a three-year
grace period will be applied before being
considered for traffic calming,
 Public Works will post the results of
warrant analysis onto www.winooskivt.
gov/CivicAlerts.aspx

 Monitoring and analysis of traffic/crash
data will occur at 6-, 12-, and
18-months following installation to
evaluate effectiveness.

REPORT OF PROBLEM

NO

Does not apply to
Gateway Streets

EVALUATION

YES
TRAFFIC CALMING ASSESSMENT
CONDUCT FIELD REVIEW MEASUREMENTS

CRASHES 1

SPEED

ISSUE FAILS
TO MEET
THRESHOLD 7

85th percentile
speed exceeds
posted speed

Exceeds VT
State Crash
Rate 2

Severity
of
Crash3

VOLUME/HEAVY TRUCKS

Bicycle/
Pedestrian Crash
Threshold 4

Heavy Trucks Exceed
4% of Traffic; OR
Engineering Judgement 5

ISSUE
MEETS ONE
OF THESE
THRESHOLDS

DETERMINATION

3-Year Grace Period
for re-reporting
unless noticeable
development or traffic
patterns change.

Is the problem due to measured speed, crashes,
volume, or heavy trucks?

SCREENING
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PRESENT TRAFFIC CALMING MEASURE AT REGULARLY
SCHEDULED PUBLIC COMMISSION MEETINGS

SELECTION

EVALUATION AND SELECTION OF TRAFFIC
CALMING TREATMENT OPTIONS BY DPW 6

IMPLEMENTATION
Figure 2.1: Traffic calming evaluation flowchart.
ASSUMPTIONS:
1

The City of Winooski may adopt a Vision Zero policy. When the policy is adopted, severity
of crash thresholds will be re-evaluated to align with the policy.

4

Use Annual Crash Rate; Source: https://vtrans.vermont.gov/docs/highway-research.
Collector Streets: compare with Urban Collector (17); Neighborhood Streets: compare with
Urban Local (19)

5

2

Use Annual State Crash Database; Source: https://vtrans.vermont.gov/crash-manual
Property Damage Only (Type 1): No injuries or deaths involved / Injury (Type 2): A person(s)
is injured, but no one is killed / Fatality (Type 3): If any person is killed in the crash

3

Bike/Ped crashes based on one year occurrence; Injury (Type 2) / Fatality (Type 3); Source:
http://apps.vtrans.vermont.gov/CrashPublicQueryTool/
Truck volume percentage based on 24-hr volume classification count, Heavy Trucks
represent 3+ axles. Truck threshold does not apply to designated Truck Routes.
Engineering judgment applies to assumptions 2-6 above.

6
7

3-year grace period applies, unless crash thresholds are exceeded.

WINOOSKI TRAFFIC CALMING MANUAL
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Threshold Criteria Warrants
With the appropriate data collected, the next
decision point is whether the reported problem
meets or exceeds the established Criteria Warrants,
which are minimum criteria for correction of a
roadway deficiency. These are listed in the column
to the right. The minimum criteria, or warrants,
represent thresholds above which city staff will
consider traffic calming treatments, and are based
on both national research (FHWA), local roadway
characteristics, and available datasets. Thresholds
are intended to be adjusted as necessary
over time to remain appropriate for local
conditions.
An assessment that satisfies these warrants
proceeds to the next decision point, consideration
of methods and treatment options, presented
in the next section. Cost-effective treatments
will largely depend on the characteristics of the
roadway, as not all traffic calming treatments
will be effective on different streets. Further
discussion of street typologies follows (Street
Typologies section).
An assessment that does not satisfy these warrants
will not advance for traffic calming treatments. New
requests for traffic calming will not be advanced
for a grace period of three (3) years unless crash
thresholds are exceeded in subsequent years.
Public Works will provide results of all assessments
at www.winooskivt.gov/170/Public-Works.

Speed Warrant
The reported 85th percentile speed differential
measurement is greater than the posted speed by:
 +10 mph for Collector Streets, or
 +5 mph for Neighborhood Streets

Safety Warrant
The documented crash history along the roadway:
 Exceeds the annual Vermont State Crash
Rate for streets of similar roadway conditions
(number of lanes, posted speed, and/or
functional classification)
In the last 5-years exceed:
 10 or more Type 1 crashes (property damage
only); or
 Two (2) or more Type 2 crashes (injury); or
 One (1) or more Type 3 crashes (fatality)
In the last year exceed:
 One (1) or more Type 2 crashes (injury)
involving pedestrian or bicycle or,
 One (1) or more Type 3 crashes (fatality)
involving pedestrian or bicycle

Heavy Trucks Warrant
Excluding streets designated as truck routes, the
reported 24-hour traffic volume classification
count must:
 Exceed 4% for heavy trucks (three or more
axles), or
 Engineering judgment, considering
surrounding land use context
14
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Street Typologies
Not all traffic calming treatments will be effective on
all streets. Once it is determined that thresholds are
met and traffic calming measures are warranted,
the next step is to determine the appropriate
traffic calming treatment(s), which begins with a
consideration of the street and its context. Gateway
Streets will only be considered for traffic calming
through a separate, unique scoping study process.

 COLLECTOR STREETS:
Transportation corridors connecting
Neighborhood Streets to Gateway Streets

Winooski’s Transportation Master Plan (2017) defines
four street types, which form the basis of selection
for the traffic calming evaluation process. These
street typologies are described in brief:

 TRUCK ROUTES: Routes that connect industrial
areas to Gateway Streets (excluded from heavy
trucks threshold warrant criteria)

Figure 2.2: Street typologies map.

 NEIGHBORHOOD STREETS:
Streets that primarily serve those who live or
visit these areas
 GATEWAY STREETS: Main transportation
corridors leading in and out of the city

WINOOSKI TRAFFIC CALMING MANUAL
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NEIGHBORHOOD STREETS
Neighborhoods streets are people-centric with
lower volumes and speeds. This street type
accounts for a majority of streets (60%) and mileage
in the city. Examples include Maple Street,
Elm Street, Bellevue Street, and Barlow Street.
Characteristics of this street type are most similar
to Collector Streets:
 10’-11’ travel lanes
 Sidewalks on one or both sides
 Bike lanes or separated bike lanes
 < 5’ wide green strip
 Street trees
 Parking on one or both sides

Maple Street (Neighborhood Street Type)

COLLECTOR STREETS
Collector streets serve as mid-level corridors
between residential areas and Gateway streets.
Examples include North Street, Pine Street,
Saint Peter Street, Spring Street, Weaver Street,
LaFountain Street, or Winooski Falls Way. Some of
the characteristics of this street type include:
 10’-11’ travel lanes
 Sidewalks optional
 Shared-use lanes for bicyclists
 Optional green strip
 Optional street trees
 Parking on one side

16
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GATEWAY STREETS
Gateway streets serve as primary corridors that
lead in and out of the city to the north, east, and
south. These significant corridors will be treated
independently for traffic calming. Examples include
Main Street, Malletts Bay Avenue, E Allen Street,
and Colchester Avenue. Some of the characteristics
of this street type include:
 11’-12’ travel lanes
 Sidewalks on one or both sides
 Bike lanes or separated bike lanes
 < 5’ wide green strip
 Street trees

Main Street (Gateway Street Type)

 Optional on-street parking

TRUCK ROUTES
Truck routes are not considered a stand-alone
type, but rather an overlay on top of the
remaining three types. All Gateway streets
(including E Allen Street, shown at right) are
considered truck routes along with the
residential streets shown on Fig. 2.2 because
they provide access to industrial properties. The
typical characteristics include:
 11’-12’ travel lanes
 Sidewalks on one or both sides
 Optional bike facilities
 Optional green strip
 Optional street trees

Allen Street (Truck Route, and Gateway Street Type)

 Parking on one or both sides

WINOOSKI TRAFFIC CALMING MANUAL
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TRAFFIC CALMING TREATMENTS
Different streets, in accordance with our Street
Typologies, will merit different types of traffic
calming measures. Once Public Works determines
that thresholds are met and traffic calming is
warranted, the next step in the process is to
determine the most appropriate treatment.

This section describes the traffic calming measures
that make up Winooski’s “toolbox”. Each treatment

is described, its advantages and disadvantages
given, and a range of measures including design
detail and cost is provided. Public Works staff and
the public can rely on this manual in determining
which measures are applicable and appropriate for
installation. Not all traffic calming treatments apply
to every street typology. Engineering judgment
should be incorporated into the consideration of
any potential design.

Table 3.1: Table of traffic calming measures and contextual guidance.

LOW-IMPACT
PHYSICAL
DESIGN

NEIGHBORHOOD
2-Lane
(< 27 ft.)

2-Lane
(> 27 ft.)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bike Lanes

-

o

On-Street Parking

o

Reallocation of Pavement Space

-

Law Enforcement

•

Parking Conversion (or modification)

o

Street Events (temp.)

•

•
•
•
•
•

Curb Extension
Choker
Chicane
Speed Hump
Raised Crosswalk

OTHER

HIGH-IMPACT
PHYSICAL DESIGN

Raised Intersection

•

20

o

Neighborhood Traffic Circle
Median Refuge Island (intersection treatment)
Median Island (midblock treatment)

Preferred Treatment
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o

Engineering Judgement

-

COLLECTOR
2-Lane

•
•
•
•
o
o

•
•
•
•
o

•
•
o

•

Not Recommended
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Low-Impact Physical Design
Curb Extension

LOW-IMPACT PHYSICAL DESIGN

Horizontal extension of
sidewalk and pedestrian
zone into the street at an
intersection. Narrows roadway
to near the travel lane width.
Depth of extensions and
materials may vary.

Speed
Appropriate for all common
urban speed limits.

Traffic & Volume
Appropriate for low to
moderate traffic volumes.

Route Types
Appropriate for all vehicle
traffic types, including
emergency response &
transit.

Cost
Range from $10,000 to
$25,000 by size.

ADVANTAGES
 Slows automobile turning speeds and
increases sight triangles for motorists,
increasing pedestrian visibility
 Shortens pedestrian crossing distance and
improves pedestrian visibility
 Thermoplastic markings and flex post
bollards may be used as alternate to
concrete curb (preferred).
 Creates beautification opportunities for
landscaping and amenities at extensions

DISADVANTAGES
 May require relocation of above- and
below-ground utilities, drainage features
 May require some parking removal
adjacent to intersections
 Potential for higher costs due to drainage
considerations
 Potential to cause vehicle damage to largerclass vehicles
WINOOSKI TRAFFIC CALMING MANUAL
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Choker

LOW-IMPACT PHYSICAL DESIGN

Narrowing of roadway with
paired curb extensions
or roadside islands at a
midblock location. May be
combined with on-street
parking or crosswalks.

Speed
Appropriate for most
common urban speed limits.

Traffic & Volume
Appropriate for two-lane
roads with low to moderate
traffic volumes.

Route Types
Appropriate for all vehicle
traffic types, including
emergency response and
transit.

Cost
Range from $10,000 to
$25,000 per extension.

ADVANTAGES
 Beautification opportunities for landscaping
and streetscape amenities at choker
locations

 May require relocation of drainage features
and utilities

 Provides opportunities for mid-block
crosswalks

 Potential for higher costs due to drainage
considerations

 Provides protection for on-street parking
 Applicable with or without dedicated bicycle
facilities

22
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Chicane

LOW-IMPACT PHYSICAL DESIGN

Alternating curves or lane
shifts that force a motorist
to steer back and forth.
Created with alternating
curb extensions; can also be
achieved by alternating
on-street parking.

Speed
Appropriate up to 35 miles
per hour.

Traffic & Volume
Appropriate for two-lane
roads with low traffic
volumes.

Route Types
Appropriate for all vehicle
traffic types, including
emergency response and
transit.

Cost
Range from $5,000 to
$10,000 per chicane.

ADVANTAGES
 Appropriate in both urban and suburban
settings
 Landscaping the areas of deflection can
create green space

DISADVANTAGES
 Bicyclists and motor vehicles share the lane
 Drivers may cut straight paths across center
line (striping, without median)

 Slows traffic by encouraging motorists
to moderate vehicle speed through the
horizontal deflection

WINOOSKI TRAFFIC CALMING MANUAL
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Speed Hump

LOW-IMPACT PHYSICAL DESIGN

Elongated mound in roadway,
perpendicular to traffic flow,
that uses vertical deflection
to slow motorists. Typically
14’ to 22’ in depth depending
upon speed and volume.
Typical spacing of 300’ to 500’.

Speed
Appropriate up to 45 miles
per hour posted speed limit.

Traffic & Volume
Appropriate for two-lane
roads with low to moderate
traffic volumes.

Route Types
Not appropriate for truck
access routes, transit or
primary emergency routes,
or steep grades of 8+%.

Cost
Range from $2,000 to $4,000
per hump.

ADVANTAGES
 Bicyclist safety is relatively unaffected
 Typical traffic volume reductions of 20%
(series of humps)
 Crash rate reductions of approximately 40%
are typical
 “Cushion” variation can accommodate
emergency and transit routes.

24
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DISADVANTAGES
 Little to no speed or volume reductions
when applied as a singular treatment
 Increased noise levels from vehicle impacts
to hump
 Adequate stopping sight distance or
warning signs needed
 Potential for damage to, from snow plows
during winter
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High-Impact Physical Design
Raised Crosswalk

HIGH-IMPACT PHYSICAL DESIGN

Raised area perpendicular
to roadway with pedestrian
crosswalk atop, using vertical
deflection to reduce vehicle
speeds. Height varies based
on roadway type. Appropriate
at midblocks & intersections.

Speed
Appropriate up to 35 miles
per hour.

Traffic & Volume
Appropriate for two-lane
roads with low traffic
volumes.

Route Types
Not appropriate for primary
emergency routes, may
impact transit routes.

Cost
Range from $2,500 to $8,000
per crosswalk.

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

 Increased pedestrian connectivity creates a
more walkable community

 Should not be located within 50’ to 75’ of
bus stops

 Reduces speeds to between 25 to 35mph at
the crosswalk

 Potential for snow plow damage to raised
crosswalk during winter

 Bicycle safety relatively unaffected

 Potential increase in noise and in traffic on
adjacent streets

 When used in a series, traffic volume
reductions of up to 20% observed

WINOOSKI TRAFFIC CALMING MANUAL
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Raised Intersection

HIGH-IMPACT PHYSICAL DESIGN

Flat, raised area covering an
entire intersection, including
crosswalks, with ramps
at all approaches. May be
accompanied by brick or
other decorative materials
and textures.

Speed
Appropriate up to 30 miles
per hour.

Traffic & Volume
Appropriate for low traffic
volumes.

Route Types
Appropriate for all vehicle
traffic types, including
emergency response and
transit.

Cost
Range from $25,000 to
$70,000 per intersection.

ADVANTAGES
 Versatile in both residential and commercial
settings; enhances intersection aesthetics

 Reduction in speeds away from intersection
typically <10%

 Large trucks are slowed and/or delayed
between two to six seconds crossing the
intersection

 May require bollards to define roadway edge

 Works well with curb extensions and
textured crosswalks

 Potential for higher costs depending upon
width of intersecting roads and drainage
considerations

 Improves accessibility

26
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 Storm drainage/underground utility
modifications are likely necessary
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Neighborhood Traffic Circle

HIGH-IMPACT PHYSICAL DESIGN

Raised circular island within
an unsignalized intersection
around which traffic passes.
Unlike roundabouts, there is
no horizontal deflection on
approach; may use Stop or
Yield signs instead.

Speed
Appropriate up to 30 miles
per hour.

Traffic & Volume
Appropriate for low traffic
volumes.

Route Types
Not appropriate for truck
routes, transit routes, or
primary emergency routes.

Cost
Range from $10,000 to
$25,000 per intersection.

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

 Appropriate in both urban and suburban
settings

 Not appropriate where transit routes must
make left turns

 Landscaping the areas of deflection can
create green space

 Emergency vehicles and large trucks
typically may turn left in front of the circle
in order to navigate the intersection

 Slows traffic by encouraging motorists
to moderate vehicle speed through the
horizontal deflection

 Cost may increase dependent upon
drainage, utilities, landscaping and circle
diameter

WINOOSKI TRAFFIC CALMING MANUAL
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Median Refuge Island (intersection treatment)

HIGH-IMPACT PHYSICAL DESIGN

Raised island located along
the centerline of the roadway
at an intersection, with a
center cutout for pedestrians
to rest while crossing. Islands
narrow lane width and reduce
pedestrian crossing distance.

Speed
Appropriate up to 35 miles
per hour.

Traffic & Volume
Appropriate for all traffic
volumes.

Route Types
Appropriate for all vehicle
traffic types, including
emergency response and
transit.

Cost
Range from $10,000 to
$15,000 per island.

ADVANTAGES
 Reduces pedestrian crossing distance and
increases visibility,

 Landscaping maintenance costs can
increase depending on vegetation used

 With a variety of materials, medians can
greatly enhance neighborhood aesthetics

 Potential for higher costs depending upon
drainage and utilities considerations

 Raised curbing increases visibility and
nighttime safety

 Turning radius may be impacted for larger
vehicles

 Reduces vehicle conflict points
 46 to 56% reduction in pedestrian crashes
observed
28
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Median Island (midblock treatment)

HIGH-IMPACT PHYSICAL DESIGN

Raised island along a street
centerline that narrows the
travel lane width at midblock
locations. May be a raised
curb (preferred) or painted
area, and with or without
landscaping.

Speed
Appropriate up to 35 miles
per hour.

Traffic & Volume
Appropriate for all traffic
volumes.

Route Types
Appropriate for all vehicle
traffic types, including
emergency response and
transit.

Cost
Range from $10,000 to
$15,000 per island.

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

 Can function as a midblock pedestrian
refuge island

 Bicyclist and motor vehicles share the lane

 With a variety of materials, medians can
greatly enhance neighborhood aesthetics

 Potential for higher costs depending upon
drainage and utilities considerations

 Light crowning increases visibility and
nighttime safety

 Can restrict driveway access where
driveways are located within the limits of
the island

 Reduces vehicle conflict points

 Landscaping maintenance costs

 Damage to, from snow plows during winter

WINOOSKI TRAFFIC CALMING MANUAL
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Bike Lanes

HIGH-IMPACT PHYSICAL DESIGN

Travel lane for use by bicyclists,
marked by pavement markings
and/or signage. Includes
on-street, and separated lanes.
May be physically separated
from vehicle traffic by buffer or
barrier.

Speed
Appropriate up to 45 miles per
hour; lane type may differ.

Traffic & Volume
Appropriate for all traffic
volumes; type of lane may
differ.

Route Types
Part of a connected, low
stress bike network, using
collectors and gateway
streets. Use engineering
judgement for truck routes.

Cost
Highly variable, dependent
upon design and site
conditions. Consult VTrans.

ADVANTAGES
 Increased motorist comfort as vehicles are
offset from the curb

 Congestion may increase when lanes are
removed to accommodate bicycle lanes

 Reduces motorist-bicyclist conflict

 May increase bicycle-vehicle conflicts at
intersections

 Where existing corridors are retrofitted
with bicycle lanes, reduces pedestrian
crossing distance and tends to reduce
vehicle speeds
30
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On-Street Parking

HIGH-IMPACT PHYSICAL DESIGN

Parking spaces in the roadway
located next to travel lanes that
increase side friction to traffic
flow. May be angled, parallel, or
reverse-angled. Alternate along
a corridor to mimic a chicane.

Speed
Appropriate for any common
urban speed limit.

Traffic & Volume
Appropriate for all traffic
volumes and vehicle types.

Route Types
Requires engineering
judgement to avoid conflict
the truck routes, loading
areas, or emergency service.

Cost
Range from $5,000 to
$10,000 per space.

ADVANTAGES
 Typical speed reductions of 1 to 5 mph,
most significant on narrow two-way streets
with parking on both sides
 Improves accessibility to adjacent
properties and can increase business traffic
 Bicycle and pedestrian safety improved
when parking provides/acts as buffer from
travel lane

DISADVANTAGES
 Negligible effect if demand for parking is
insufficient
 Little effect on actual pedestrian/vehicle
and bicycle/vehicle conflicts
 Extra space may be needed to protect
bicyclists from opening car doors

WINOOSKI TRAFFIC CALMING MANUAL
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Reallocation of Pavement & Streetscaping

HIGH-IMPACT PHYSICAL DESIGN

Reconfiguration of existing
right-of-way to accommodate
different lanes for alternative
traffic modes. May include
removing lanes, replacement
with bike lanes, on-street
parking, transit uses, or
streetscaping.

Speed
Appropriate for any posted
speed limit.

Traffic & Volume
Appropriate for all traffic
volumes, typically up to
25,000 vehicles per day.

Route Types
Appropriate for all vehicle
traffic types, including
emergency response and
transit.

Cost
Varies; dependent on
drainage, utilities impacts.

ADVANTAGES
 Lane removal can reduce higher speeds
achieved through passing
 Can reduce crashes by 19-47%
 Retains sufficient flow despite lane removal

32
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Other Traffic Calming
Although not true traffic calming measures, vehicle
speeds can be reduced and mitigated through nonengineered means, such as law enforcement, the
conversion of parking space, or temporary street
events. In lieu of installing traffic calming measures,
the City of Winooski can also choose to pursue
behavior-changing strategies (non-physical) on its
streets through the following three methods:

Law Enforcement
While enforcement relies on external controls
and is not “self-enforcing”, it can nonetheless be
an effective tool for controlling speeds. Strategic
use of law enforcement personnel is one means
of reducing vehicle speeds; the perceived threat
of receiving a citation may be sufficient to change
motor vehicle behaviors. Without using personnel,
parking law enforcement vehicles in key locations
may also accomplish this result. Other means of
enforcement may not require personnel, and
include the deployment of radar trailers, traffic
cameras, and Pace Car programs.

Parking Conversion
(or modification of parking space)
On some streets in Winooski, parking demand
may be much less than parking supply, from
quiet residential streets to commercial blocks.
Conversion of parking spaces here can calm traffic
by discouraging drivers in search of parking, and by
introducing “side friction” through the end result of
the conversion of spaces. Two means of doing so
include:
 Parklets and/or Outdoor activity space:
parking spaces can be converted into small
public space through seating design, art
installation, and even green space. This can
include outdoor dining space as well.
 Conversion of parking type: although this
may entail some change to the streetscape,
reverse-angled parking and parallel parking
both require vehicle drivers to slow and reverse
in order to properly park their car.

WINOOSKI TRAFFIC CALMING MANUAL
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Street Events
Local street events, often occurring on weekends
or holidays, temporarily redirect traffic for the
duration of the event and induce traffic calming by
increasing the amount of non-motor vehicle traffic
in the roadway. Street events may be in-street,
where they are accompanied by temporary road
closures, or in the pedestrian zones immediately
adjacent to the roadway.

ADVANTAGES

Examples may include Farmers Markets, town
festivals, and outdoor music events in outdoor
venues that all attract bicycle and pedestrian traffic,
reminding drivers of other roadway users and
modes of transportation.

DISADVANTAGES

 Opportunity to integrate community
engagement with slower streets
 Event-related expenses are the sole cost of
implementation
 May be strategically located to highlight
opportunities for new traffic and community
patterns

 Temporary, with limited lasting impacts to driver
behavior
 Increased noise from events may be irritating for
neighboring properties

Example of a Street Event from NYC.
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Pilot Projects
What might traffic calming measures look like when actually constructed on Winooski’s streets? Two
streets, Bellevue Street and Leclair Street, were chosen to illustrate the application of appropriate traffic
calming measures according to their typologies. The conceptual designs below are intended to show
potential treatments to calm speeds, and do not reflect actual plans for implementation.

Bellevue Street
Neighborhood Street 25 mph posted speed limit,
approximately 1,300 feet in length.
Bellevue features concerns over
speeding traffic.
Treatments:
 Marked on-street parking
 Raised intersection at Richard
Street
 Curb extension
 Pedestrian signage

Estimated Construction Cost -

$110K to $145k

Figure 3.2: Bellevue
Street with illustrated
traffic calming treatments.

WINOOSKI TRAFFIC CALMING MANUAL
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Leclair Street
Neighborhood Street 25 mph posted speed limit,
approximately 750 feet in length.
Leclair features concerns over
speeding traffic.
Treatments:
 Curb extensions
 Marked on-street parking
 Raised mid-block crossing
 Shared lane markings
(“Sharrows”)
 Pedestrian signage

Estimated Construction Cost -

$75k to $95k

Figure 3.3: Leclair Street
with illustrated traffic
calming treatments.
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RESOURCES & CONTACTS

City Traffic Calming Resources
The City of Winooski Municipal Code has
regulations and ordinances governing streets,
sidewalks, and vehicle traffic, including the following:
 Motor Vehicles and Traffic, Chapter 13
 Parking, Chapter 15
 Regulating Truck Traffic, Chapter 20
 Streets and Sidewalks, Chapter 22
These regulations can be found here:
www.winooskivt.gov/202/Regulations-andOrdinances

Public Works’ Standards and Specifications
define street typologies and incorporate detailed
engineering details. Read more at www.
winooskivt.gov/170/Public-Works.

How to Contact Us?
Submit a Citizen Input Form on the Public Works
website. Reach us by email or phone:
Public Works
Jon Rauscher, Public Works Director
Phone: 802.655.6410
Email: jrauscher@winooskivt.gov

Other Standards & References
This Manual was created with reference to
national standards for traffic calming devices and
roadway design engineering. Standards have the
force of authority, issued or adopted as official
by government agencies, and must be met as a
minimum standard of practice. These include the
following:
 FHWA. Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (MUTCD). Available: https://mutcd.
fhwa. dot.gov/kno_2009r1r2.htm.
 AASHTO. A Policy on Geometric Design of
Highways and Streets. 7th Edition. Available:
https://trust.dot.state.wi.us/ftp/dtsd/bts/
environment/library/PE/AASHTO-GreenBook7th-edition(2018).pdf.

Best practices may go beyond the standards
established by governing agencies. Guidance
documents often provide additional design details,
threshold warrants, or selection criteria for traffic
calming measures. Unlike standards, guidance does
not have the force of authority, but may be issued
by the same government agencies or industry
associations that are highly regarded and recognized
as having special expertise in the matter. These
include, but are not limited to the following:
 FHWA Office of Safety. Traffic Calming
ePrimer. Available: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/
speedmgt/ traffic_calm.cfm.
 Institute of Transportation Engineers
(ITE). Traffic Calming Measures Guide.
Available: www.ite.org/technical-resources/
traffic-calming/traffic-calming-measures/.
 National Association of City Transportation
Officials (NACTO). Urban Street Design Guide.
Available: https://nacto.org/publication/
urban-street-design-guide/
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City of Winooski
Vermont’s Opportunity City

27 West Allen Street
Winooski Vermont 05404
802 655 6410
winooskivt.gov

Agenda Item

AFCSME Contract for FY2023-FY2025

Date

September 19, 2022

Submitting Department

City Manager

Recommended Action

Recommended motion: “Authorize the City Manager to sign
the AFCSME Contract for FY2023 to FY2025”
Municipal Infrastructure

Strategic Vision Area and
Strategy
Expenditure Required
(amount and source)
Background Information

You and the local previously ratified the scope of the
agreement for this new collective bargaining agreement, or
union contract, that covers DPW staff, Code Enforcement
staff, and now could cover non-managerial staff not
currently in a union. Since then, staff and the union have
been fine-tuning the language, with questions reviewed by
the city’s labor attorney; city management and the union
consider the enclosed final.
There are no changes in intent from the scope you ratified.

Supporting Documents

Final contract

Interested Parties

All who maintain or use Winooski infrastructure and interact
with potentially eligible full time employees of Code
Enforcement, Community Services, and the Clerk’s Office,
and those staff and managers

City Manager Approval

AGREEMENT
Between
CITY OF WINOOSKI
And
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF STATE, COUNTY & MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES
(A.F.S.C.M.E.)

July 1, 2022 – June 30, 2025
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ARTICLE I. GENERAL
A. Recognition
The City of Winooski, Vermont, hereby recognizes the Union, American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME), AFL-CIO, as the sole exclusive bargaining agent
for the non-exempt City employees in the Public Works Departments, with respect to wages, hours
of work and working conditions. For the purpose of identification, the Union shall be classified as
having an agency shop status.
B. Bargaining Unit
(1)

The bargaining unit, for purposes of this Agreement, shall consist of all full-time, nonexempt employees of the Public Works Departments, and all full-time employees of
Parking Enforcement Parking Enforcement employees shall receive all the rights and
benefits afforded to Department of Public Works employees unless this Agreement
narrowly and intentionally defines any one benefit specifically as different for Parking
Enforcement. It is further agreed that any and all reference in this Agreement to “Public
Works Director” and “Manager” or “Supervisor” shall be considered synonymous with
“Parking Enforcement and Manager”.
(2) With the exception of Public Works Superintendents, no one outside the bargaining unit
shall perform work normally done by those employees within the Union covered by this
Agreement. The City shall have the right to:
(a) augment the present working force by using part-time, or temporary employees to
include employees of other City Departments and Department of Corrections work
crews and by contracting with bona fide independent contractors
(b) use volunteer groups (i.e., PTO, youth groups) to perform work within the parks.
These volunteers will receive no compensation from the City and will, at times,
work with the public works staff.
(3) The union shall be notified of all classification of employees who will be doing bargaining
unit work one business day before said employee’s starting date.
C. Management Rights
The operation of the Public Works Department and the direction of the Departments’ employees,
including the right to plan, direct and control department activities; to schedule and assign work
to employees; to determine the means, methods, processes, materials and equipment; to establish
performance standards and evaluation procedures to accomplish the effective, efficient and
courteous function of the Department and its employees; to determine the manning of positions;
to create, revise and eliminate positions; to provide effective and courteous professional services;
to establish and/or revise and require the observance of reasonable rules and regulations; to require
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participation in in-service training programs of the City; to formulate or promulgate ordinances or
other regulations incident to the management of the City affecting the public health, safety and
welfare; and to hire, terminate, suspend, demote, discipline and discharge employees for just cause
are the rights solely of the City.
The foregoing enumeration of the City’s rights shall not be deemed to exclude other City rights
not specifically set forth. The City retains all rights not otherwise specifically nullified by this
Agreement.
D. Discrimination
(1)

(2)

The parties to this Agreement agree that there shall be no discrimination against any
person in violation of federal and state workplace/employment discrimination laws and
regulations.
There shall be no discrimination by agents of the City against an employee because of
their Union activity or membership.

E. Union Representative
The City agrees to permit representatives of the American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO and Local 1343 to enter the premises for individual discussions
of work conditions with employees, provided care is exercised by such representatives so that they
do not interfere with the performance of duties assigned to the employee, and that they notify the
Director of Public Works or in his/her absence, the City Manager in advance of their presence.
F. Personnel Exempt from this agreement
Employees and personnel exempt from this agreement shall include, without limitation, the
following:
●
●
●
●

Confidential employees
Supervisory employees
Administrative office personnel
However, Administrative office personnel and/or any other employee group which is not
already organized into a Union, or managerial, supervisor, or confidential in nature shall
be granted voluntary Union recognition by the City through card check, if and when a
majority of the employee group signs Union cards. Immediately following recognition,
these employees shall have all the rights under this Collective Bargaining Agreement,
except for those in the following sections, which shall be subject to bargaining:
▪ I.H. Probationary Period
▪ I.I. Seniority
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●

▪ III. Benefits
▪ IV. Work Schedule
▪ V. Uniforms
▪ VII. Rates of Pay
Part-time under thirty (30) hours, for fifty-two (52) weeks a year.

G. Union Security
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

The Union agrees that it shall save harmless the City against any and all actions, claims,
demands, losses or expenses, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, in any manner
resulting from action taken by the City at the request of this Union under this Article.
Union dues shall be deducted bi weekly from the wages of each employee who executes
and remits to the City a form of authorization for payroll deduction of Union dues.
Remittance of AFSCME specified dues shall be deducted each biweekly with payment
to Council 93 (address to be provided by the Union Treasurer) within ten (10) working
days after the month in which the dues are deducted. Such deductions shall be made for
the convenience of the employees and the Union and shall not impose upon the City any
obligations or liabilities other than those specifically and expressly provided for in this
Article.
Union members shall remain Union members for the life of this Agreement, but shall
have the ability to resign their Union membership by submitting a written letter of
resignation to the Union and the City during the thirty (30) day window prior to the
expiration of this Agreement.
The City agrees to deduct from wages of any employee who is a member of the Union a
political PAC deduction as may be lawfully defined by the Union. Such authorization
must be executed by the employee or lawfully by the Union and may be revoked by the
employee at any time by giving written notice to both the City and the Union. The City
agrees to remit any deductions made pursuant to this provision promptly to the Union
together with an itemized statement showing the name of each employee from whose pay
such deduction have been made and the amount deducted during the period covered by
the remittance.
No employee shall suffer discipline for refusing to cross a Union picket line.

H. Probationary Period
(1)

Each newly hired employee becomes a probationary employee upon the date of their
employment, and remains so until they have successfully completed a probationary
period of twelve (12) months. The probationary period may be extended at the
Department Head’s request with mutual consent of the Union for a period of up to three
(3) months.
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(2)

(3)

During the probationary period, the probationary employee may be disciplined,
discharged, laid off, or otherwise dismissed at the sole discretion of the City, and neither
the reason for nor the disciplinary action, discharge, layoff or dismissal may be the
subject of a grievance. In the case of layoff, bumping and recall, there shall be no
successful completion of the probationary period, however, the employee shall attain
regular employee status and receive all benefits normally afforded to regular employees,
including seniority. Regular employees shall acquire seniority credit, and their seniority
shall be retroactive to the date of employment, less any adjustments.
Employees may be permitted to use accrued time during their probationary period. This
includes but is not limited to vacation and sick time. Request by an employee to use
accrued time during the probationary period is subject to the relevant provisions of this
agreement.

I. Seniority
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Seniority is defined as an employee’s most recent period of continuous service to the
City. Temporary work time shall apply to seniority if a temporary employee is hired into
a regular position, has worked full-time hours during their temporary status and has not
had a break in service.
Seniority shall terminate upon any of the following conditions:
(a) Discharge
(b) Voluntary quitting (resignation)
(c) A lay-off for a period of twenty four (24) months or more
(d) If any employee fails to accept and report for work within ten (10) working days
after receipt of written notification of their recall.
(e) Termination for cause.
(f) Retirement
The principle of seniority shall govern and control in all cases of promotion, transfer,
decrease or increase in workforce, assignment to shift work, providing the employee is
qualified for the job. Seniority shall govern in choice of vacation period.
On or before December first in each calendar year, the City shall prepare and post on the
proper bulletin board for each department a seniority list setting forth the name of each
employee and the month and year of their most recent employment by the City. The
seniority list so posted shall become effective on January first following its initial posting
unless objections thereto are received by the City on or before December fifteenth
following the date of its posting. Said seniority list shall remain in effect for the calendar
year following its effective date.

J. Work Force Reduction Procedure
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In the event that the City reduces the workforce, an employee with the least seniority shall be laid
off first, the employee with the greatest seniority shall be rehired first, provided that they are
qualified to fill the vacant position, and no new employees shall be hired until the laid off
employees have been given the opportunity to return to work, provided, however, that enough of
them are qualified to fill the position(s). Termination will be effective June 30th but with not less
than sixty (60) days’ notice.
K. New Classification
(1)

(2)

The City agrees that it shall notify the Union, in writing, whenever it intends to create a
new job classification or to modify an existing job classification. The new job
classification or modified job classification shall be based on a mutually agreed system.
The Union shall have fifteen (15) days in which to request collective bargaining with
respect to the salary to be assigned to said new or upgraded classification. If the City and
the Union fail to agree with respect to the salary level, the Union may commence a
grievance and arbitration procedure. It is understood and agreed that the salary be the
only item of negotiation and during any grievance procedure, that the salary level set by
the City shall be put in effect subject to such adjustments as may be made during
collective bargaining or by an arbitration award.
Upon creation of a new position to be covered by this Agreement, the City Manager shall
give notice on appropriate Department Bulletin Boards and by mail to all employees on
extended sick leaves, lay-off or vacation. Such notice shall remain posted for seven (7)
calendar days. All interested employees shall reply, in writing, to the Department Head
within the seven (7) day period. Within five (5) working days following the end of the
posting period, the Department Head may award the position to the most qualified
applicant. If there is/are no qualified employee(s) as determined by the City, the
Department may seek to fill the vacancy from outside the bargaining unit.

L. Job Posting
Within thirty (30) days of the vacancy in an existing position, the City Manager shall give notice
on the appropriate Department Bulletin Board, and by mail, to all employees on extended sick
leave, lay-off or vacation, of their intention to (a) abolish the position, or (b) open the position for
application. Positions that are in Level I or Level II of the pay scale shall be posted and advertised
publicly as soon as practically possible. Should a qualified internal candidate apply for the
position, that candidate will be given preference in the hiring process. Positions that are in Level
III of the pay scale shall be posted internally five (5) working days. Current employees may apply
during the internal posting period and selection for the position shall follow the City’s typical
hiring practices to place the most qualified internal candidate in the position. I no internal
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candidate is qualified, or no internal applicants apply, the City shall post and advertise for the
position publicly as soon as the internal posting period is complete.

M. Temporary Assignments
Bargaining Unit Members may be assigned to a lower rated job at the same rate of pay they receive
on their regular job assignment on a temporary or seasonal basis. If a Bargaining Unit Member is
given a temporary assignment, and is required to work more than two (2) days on said assignment,
the City shall provide a date in which they expect the employee to return to their regular job. At
no time, shall the temporary assignment be longer than ninety (90) days without mutual agreement.
Employees who will be assigned seasonally to a different supervisor will be notified five days in
advance.
N. Safety Committee
A Safety Committee shall be appointed. The Committee shall be composed of seven (7) members.
The union shall be represented by one (1) representative from the Street Team and one (1)
representative from the Water Resources Team. The Shop Steward shall be one of the two union
representatives on the Committee. The City shall be represented by three (3) supervisory
personnel. Two (2) members from Public Safety will also be appointed. Said Committee shall
appoint its own chair and meet at least semi-monthly to review safety practices. The City shall
attempt to comply with such safety recommendations as may be drawn up by the committee and
approved by the City Manager.
O. Labor Management Committee
For the purpose of ongoing communication and building a stronger relationship between
Bargaining Unit Members and management, the parties shall convene a Labor Management
Committee. The Labor Management Committee’s purpose shall be to discuss on going issues
and concerns. The committee will meet quarterly and will consist of two bargaining unit
members and two members of management. The committee may agree to meet more or less
frequently as needed.
The committee shall not negotiate any new contract terms. Grievances will follow the procedure
outlined in this document. One member of the committee will take notes and record discussion
at each meeting. Notes kept will be shared with the entire team as well as the Bargaining Unit.
P. Agreement
Should any provisions of this Agreement be found to be in violation of any Federal or State Law
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or City Charter or City Ordinance by a court of competent jurisdiction, all other provisions of this
Agreement shall remain in full force and effect for the duration of this Agreement.
ARTICLE II. Definitions
Disability – A condition in which an employee is unable to perform the essential functions of the positions
as determined by a qualified medical professional which may be confirmed by a medical professional of
the City’s choice at the City’s expense.
Employee - Bargaining Unit Member
Emergency - A declaration, by the City Manager, or the City Manager’s designee, which is based on a
natural or manmade disaster.
Extended Family – A person related to the employee as a grandparent, aunt, uncle, or sibling in-law.
Immediate family – A person related to the employee as spouse, child, parent, parent equivalent, parentin-law, step-parent or child, sibling or a member of the employee’s household with a special relationship
to the employee.
Public Works Employees – All employees certified by the Vermont Labor Relations Board in docket #9262.
Weingarten Rights Bargaining Unit members may request to have present their union representative,
officer or steward in meetings that could in any way lead to discipline, termination, or affect their working
conditions. Bargaining Unit members may respectfully request to postpone a meeting until representation
is available provided that the postponement is for a reasonable amount of time.
Work Day – Begins at midnight each day.
Work Week – A period of time between midnight on Sunday and 11:59 p.m. the following Saturday night.
ARTICLE III. Benefits
A. Compensatory Time
The City agrees that all employees may elect to receive compensatory (comp) time in lieu of
overtime pay. Compensatory time shall accrue at the same rate that overtime is computed.
Compensatory time-off shall be scheduled with seventy-two (72) hours’ notice at the convenience
of the employee, subject to operational requirements of the Department. If an employee has used
all of their earned sick time, Compensatory time may be used upon the approval of the City
Manager. A note from a doctor may be requested by the City.
The employee shall have the right to accumulate no more than 80 hours of compensatory time.
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Compensatory time may be cashed in quarterly with the last paycheck of the quarter using a form
provided by the City. Unused time will automatically be paid out in the last check of the fiscal
year, except for any portion of that time to be used by September 1 is requested and approved prior
to July 1.
B. Paid Holidays
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

Employees shall receive Holiday Pay for thirteen (13) holidays per year. The following
holidays will be observed and employees shall be paid two (2) times his/her regular rate
of pay for all hours of work performed on the following days:
(a) New Year’s Day
(b) Martin Luther King’s Birthday
(c) President’s Day
(d) Memorial Day
(e) Juneteenth
(f) Independence Day
(g) Bennington Battle Day
(h) Labor Day
(i) Indigenous People’s Day
(j) Veteran’s Day
(k) Thanksgiving Day
(l) Post-Thanksgiving Day
(m) One Half day Christmas Eve
(n) Christmas Day
(o) One Half Day New Year’s Eve
If any of the holidays listed in item (1) fall on a Sunday, the following Monday shall be
considered the holiday. If the holiday falls on a Saturday, the preceding Friday shall be
considered the holiday.
Probationary employees shall be entitled to holiday pay.
Employees shall have one “floating holiday” on a day of the employee’s choice which
may be taken in accordance with the rules applicable to taking vacation. The floating
holiday shall accrue on January 1st t of each year. Should an employee be called into
work on a declared floating holiday, they shall be paid at a rate of two (2) times the
employee’s regular rate of pay. This floating holiday may not be accumulated from year
to year.

C. Insurance
Health Insurance
The City will offer to eligible employees, a group health and major medical insurance. The City
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will offer options for one-person, two-person, or family coverage plans and employees must opt
for one of the plans (Single employees will be permitted to opt for the two-person plan for the
purposes of including a ‘Domestic Partner’ under the coverage by completing the required
affidavits and declarations for employees with such coverage prior to July 1, 2011. No such
coverage will be available after that date). The City agrees not to change the health insurance
carrier or plans offered during the contract period. However, it is understood that certain changes
in plan design are outside of the City’s control and that the City must abide by changes made by
the carrier or in the regulations governing the City’s health insurance. A change in provider will
require coordination with the bargaining unit.
The City will offer an amount equal to 90% of the Blue Cross Blue Shield Silver High Deductible
or a comparable plan’s premium based on the Single, Two Adult, Adult and Child(ren), and Family
rates. Employees will be enrolled in the Vermont Health Connect Exchange and be allowed to
purchase any of the offered policies available with these funds. If the employee purchases a plan
that is more expensive than this plan, they will pay the entire extra premium cost. If the employee
selects a less expensive plan, they will pay less, including making no payment for a less expensive
plan. The City will retain any additional premium savings.
The City will also offer a Health Reimbursement Account in the amount of $4,500 for a Single
and $9,000 for two person and family plans.
New employees must elect coverage within thirty (30) days of their date of hire and will be covered
on the first of the following month in accordance with the provisions prescribed by the Policy.
Disability
(1)

Employee benefits shall include a Disability Insurance program with a short-term
disability benefit no less than sixty percent (60%) of base salary up to a maximum of one
thousand dollars ($1,000) per week. The duration of the short-term disability is
determined by the insurance provider up to a maximum period of twenty-six (26) weeks.
The City shall also provide long-term disability benefit. The long-term insurance benefits
begin after a determination of disability is made by the insurance carrier.. The schedule
of insurance for a long-term disability is defined as follows:
Long-Term Disability – 60% of the first $8,333 of your pre-disability earnings, reduced
by deductible income. The benefit waiting period is one hundred and eighty (180) days
and the maximum benefit period is determined by your age when disability begins.
Age
61 or younger
62

Maximum Benefit Period
To age 65, or 3 years 6 months, if longer
3 years 6 months
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63
64
(2)

Life Insurance

3 years
2 years 6 months

New employees must apply for this insurance coverage within thirty (30) days of their
date of hire. The precise date of coverage will be determined in accordance with the
provisions prescribed by the Policy.

This program will include not less than an amount equal to an employee’s base salary.
Vision and Dental Plans
(1)

(2)

The City shall continue in effect the vision plan provided employees during FY 2017.
Employees shall pay 10% of the premium for the vision plan. If the employee is enrolled
in the City provided health insurance, the vision premium shall be included in the health
insurance premium deduction calculation. Employees who have opted out of the City
provided health insurance plan shall pay 10% of the vision premium from their bi-weekly
paychecks.
The City shall pay the premium for the employee’s basic dental plan.

Worker’s Compensation
(1)

(2)

An employee who sustains a work-related injury, as the result of which the employee is
disabled, is so determined by a decision under the Worker’s Compensation Insurance
Program, shall be entitled to work related disability leave. Work related disability leave
is a leave of absence for which the employee will be in accordance with Vermont State
Statutes. The City agrees to continue paying an employee for the first two regular pay
periods following a Worker’s Compensation claim.
That portion of City paid coverage of life insurance and for hospital and medical
insurance will continue for the period of time that the employee is on a work-related
disability leave.

D. Accident Leave
(1)

Accident leave, in an amount of at least three hundred and sixty-five (365) days, shall be
granted to any employee injured or disabled while engaged in City employment. This
will not be charged against the employee’s accumulated sick leave. Any employee
qualifying for accident leave will receive from the City the difference between their
normal weekly pay and any benefits received through Worker’s Compensation. While
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(2)

(3)

(4)

on Workers’ Compensation an employee will continue to accrue seniority, vacation, sick,
and personal time as prescribed in this contract. This special compensation will be from
date of injury.
Any employee injured or disabled while engaged in City employment shall be entitled to
immediate restoration of their job within twenty-four (24) months of the date of injury.
Following the twenty-four (24) month period, an employee shall be entitled to the first
position which becomes vacant for which they are qualified.
Determination of injury or disability arising out of City employment may be required by
the City Manager to be certified by two (2) physicians, one of whom may be chosen by
the City.
These accident leave benefits will only be available to employees who fill out a first
report of injury form within forty-eight hours of a work-related injury.

E. Accrued Time Off
Employees are granted sick, vacation, and personal time during the course of employment. All
reports of intent to use accrued time must be reported to the person designated by the Director of
Public Works as defined herein and noted as ‘the department’.
F. Sick Leave
(1)

a.

(2)

(3)
a.
(4)

Sick leave shall not be considered a privilege which an employee may use at the
employee’s discretion, but shall be allowed only in case of actual sickness or disability
of the employee, or to meet doctor’s appointments, or to take physical examination. Sick
leave shall not be granted for injuries, illnesses, and occupational diseases covered by
Worker’s Compensation, but may be used to supplement payments from Worker’s
Compensation up to the employee’s base pay. Sick leaves shall be granted to allow an
employee to care for a sick or disabled member of his/her immediate family.
Management shall provide a response to planned sick time requests, for the purpose of
Family Medical Leave, Vermont Parental and Family Leave, or planned appointments for
which sick time may be used, within five (5) days or the request shall automatically be
approved.
An employee shall make every effort to notify the department at (802) 655-1957 or a
number provided by the Operations Manager with notice to employees before the
beginning of the scheduled work shift of any inability to report for work, except in cases
of emergency.
Bargaining Unit Members shall earn 80 hours of sick leave annually.
Sick Time balances existing at the time of this agreement will remain intact.
Bargaining Unit Members employed in benefits eligible positions on the date of this
agreement will maintain their current accrued back of sick time. No additional sick time
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shall accrue until the members bank falls below 80 hours, at which time members will
accrue sick time to a maximum of 80 hours.
(5)

A request for authorization of sick leave must be completed after the employee returns
to work. For sick leave in excess of three (3) consecutive working days, the Public Works
Director may require a certificate from the attending physician stating that such illness
prevented the employee from working. A certificate is not required if the sick leave is
taken as a result of an immediate family member’s illness. The Public Works Director
may also require the absent employee to be examined by a physician appointed by the
City. The expense of any examination shall be incurred by the City. If the Public Works
Director provides an employee written notice of the excessive use or abuse of sick leave,
the director may require that the employee provide the above-described physician’s
certificate for each separate absence of three (3) days or less.

(6)

Any unused sick leave shall be accumulated and have no value upon termination but will
be restored should the employee be recalled from a layoff.

G. Vacations
(1)

Vacation benefits are computed on a calendar year basis, January 1 through December
31.
(2) Vacation will be taken in accordance with the monthly schedule approved by the
department. Vacation time in excess of 3 days will be scheduled a minimum of two weeks
in advance. Vacation of less than 3 days will be scheduled a minimum of 3 days in
advance. Employees who request vacation with less notice than indicated above shall be
granted such request when the absence of the employee will not unduly disrupt the
operation of the department.
a. Management shall provide a response to vacation time requests within five (5) days of
the request or it shall automatically be approved.
(3) Employee vacation time shall be earned on a biweekly basis, at the end of each pay
period, according to the following schedule:

Years of Service

Vacation Hours
(Total Annual Accrual)

Vacation Days
(Total Annual Accrual)

0-5

80

10

6-10

140

17.5

10-15

200

25

16

16-20

260

32.5

(4) Vacation time balances existing at the time of this agreement will remain intact. Once a
bargaining unit member uses vacation time and fall below the cap set forth in number 8 below,
future vacation time will accrue up to the new cap only.
(5) Vacations will be taken in accordance with the schedule approved by the department with
due regard to the operation of the Department.
(6) An employee whose employment is terminated is entitled to payment for unused accrued
vacation leave. Upon the death of an employee who is eligible for vacation, payment
shall be made to the estate of the deceased employee for the total accrued vacation time.
(7) Vacation time may be used by employees in addition to or in lieu of sick time, only after
five consecutive days of sick time have been taken and three days’ notice have been
given.
(8) Vacation time is for relaxation and to get away from the daily routine. For this reason,
employees are encouraged to take their vacation during the year in which it is earned. An
employee may accumulate no more than fifty percent (50%) of their annual vacation
leave up to a maximum of thirty (30) days except with the approval of the City Manager.
(9) The rate of vacation pay shall be the employee’s hourly rate of pay in effect for the
employee’s regular job at the time the vacation is being taken.
(10) All employees suffering from service connected injuries prior to their vacations, shall be
eligible to receive Worker’s Compensation benefits and cancel their vacation request.
(11) Employees shall have the right to choose the time they desire for their vacation, based on
their seniority unless otherwise agreed, as long the efficient operation of the Department
is not adversely affected.
(12) Vacation requests shall not be arbitrarily denied.
(13) No employee shall be required to return to work during their schedule vacation period
time once it has begun. The City reserves the right to request a return to work during a
vacation if the employee can be reached. Employees who are requested to work on their
vacation shall receive two (2) times their regular pay for each hour worked and may elect,
(a) to be charged and paid for such time as vacation or, (b) not to be charged for nor
receive vacation time for such hours.
H. Personal Days
Employees will accrue sixteen (16) hours personal time each year after they have completed
five (5) years of employment. Personal Days must be used in the year earned and cannot be carried
over. Personal Days carry no cash value at retirement or termination and will be scheduled by the
employee at least three days in advance. Personal days will renew on January 1st of each year.
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I.

Bereavement Leave
Bereavement leave is to enable an employee to take care of personal arrangements and problems
caused by the death of a member of their family and to relieve them of the concern over loss of
earnings on the regularly scheduled work days immediately following the death.
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

In the case of the death of an immediate family member, an employee hired on or after
July 1, 2011 shall be granted up to 5 days absence without loss of pay and an employee
hired before July 1, 2011 shall be granted up to 10 days.
In the case of the death of an extended family member, and upon the verbal request of
the employee, the Department Head will grant up to 3 days leave with pay.
All other requests for bereavement leave will be forwarded to the Department Head.
An employee, in addition to the above-mentioned defined leave, may use accrued
vacation leave to supplement bereavement leave.
An employee may use two days of additional bereavement leave to attend a funeral that
is more than one hundred and fifty (150) miles away.

J. Leave of Absence
A leave of absence, with or without pay, may be granted only by the City Manager. Accrued Leave
time will not accumulate during unpaid leave of more than one month.
K. Jury Duty
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

An employee summoned to jury duty will be excused from their work for the required
period to perform this duty.
During the time an employee is serving on Jury Duty, the City shall pay them their regular
rate of pay.
Employees summoned to Court or other public body on any matter not related to work
in which they are not personally involved (as a plaintiff or defendant) and employees
appointed or elected to State Legislature shall be granted a leave of absence with pay for
the period necessary to fulfill their civic duties.
Employees summoned to Court shall provide a copy of the summons to the Department
Head.
The City shall pay the difference between the payment the employee receives from the
court, other public body or the legislature and their regular pay.

L. Military Leave
Military leave shall be provided by the City in accordance with the Uniformed Services
Employment and Reemployment Rights Act (38 U.S.C. ‘ 4301, et seq. and Employment Rights
for Reserve and National Guard Members, 21 V.S.A. ‘ 491, et seq. In addition to the benefits
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available under these acts, an employee on an active duty assignment covered by such acts of no
more than ninety (90) days shall receive the assignment difference between their weekly salary
and the allowance which the employee receives while on active duty, providing such allowance is
less than the employee’s regular salary.
M. Family Leave and Parental Leave
Family and Medical Leave (FMLA) shall be granted in accordance with the Family and Medical
Leave Act shall follow the policy as outlined in the City’s Personnel Manual. The City agrees to
maintain a policy that complies with Federal and State law. The Steward will be notified of any
changes made due to changes in state statute or federal law. Any changes to the policy that apply
outside of legal requirements will require bargaining. Nothing in this practice shall prevent the
City and the Union from bargaining for special benefits above and beyond that which is legally
required under this policy. Worker’s Compensation is not subject to FMLA and is covered
separately in this contract under Accident Leave and Insurances.
Disability will be covered for twenty-six (26) weeks rolling forward from date notification is sent
by the City. Employee will be terminated at twenty six (26) weeks and is eligible for recall up to
two years from the start of disability for the next open position for which they are qualified.
For more details, see Appendix B – Employee Rights under the Family and Medical Leave Act.
N. Training/Staff Development Leave
O.

Emergency Leave
In the event that an employee has been involved in a traumatic work-related incident, up to ten
(10) days paid leave will be granted to the employee, if necessary. This leave will not be charged
against the employee’s accumulated sick leave or vacation time.

P.

Opt-Out Program
(1)

(2)

Employees who are regularly scheduled to work thirty (30) hours or more per week and
who have comprehensive health insurance coverage that is not provided or paid for by
the City are eligible for the Opt-Out choice. The City offers Opt-Out in order to recognize
the needs of our diverse workforce by providing maximum flexibility in health care
choices available to employees and their families.
This alternative allows employees who are covered under a non-City funded
comprehensive health insurance plan to ‘opt-out’ of coverage and receive a cash payment
in lieu of medical benefits. Employees choosing Opt-Out will receive $100 per week, for
a total of $5200 per year. Payment will be made on a biweekly basis and will be subject
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(3)

(4)
(5)
Q.

to ordinary income taxes.
With this choice, an employee would opt-out for themselves and their eligible
dependents. This option applies to comprehensive health insurance coverage only. For
employees with dependent coverage, opt-out is for employee and family, there is no other
choice. Health insurance benefits through the City of Winooski will be made available to
Opt-Out participants should they lose their coverage provided by another source.
Enrollment in the City’s insurance program is available only during the month of July.
Employees choosing to enroll in the Opt-Out program must do so during the month of
July, enrollment is not available during the remainder of the year.
Participants in the Opt-Out program must sign a release and show proof of
comprehensive health insurance benefits through another source.

Pension Plan
(1)

The City provides to eligible employees a retirement plan which pays benefits in addition
to those earned from FICA/Social Security. The City will maintain a 401 plan, a 457 plan
as well as a plan with the Vermont Municipal Employees Retirement System (VMERS).
Eligibility for these plans is as follows:
(2) All benefits eligible bargaining unit members may elect to contribute to the voluntary 457
Plan. Members may elect to contribute any amount between 1% of their gross pay, and
the maximum contribution amount set annually by the IRS.
(3) Bargaining Unit Members who were employed on January 1, 2009 and were enrolled in
the City’s 401 retirement plan, and elected to remain in that plan at that time, may continue
to remain in the City sponsored 401 Plan. The City will continue to contribute 5% of the
members gross pay to the plan. Should the member also enroll in the voluntary 457 plan
and contribute an amount of 6% or more, the City will contribute 6% of the members
gross pay to the 401. Members enrolled in the 401 retirement plan will be subject to
applicable vesting schedules and IRS rules.
(4) All Bargaining Unit Members who began employment after January 1, 2009 are required
to enroll in the VMERS Group B Plan as a condition of employment, consistent with the
resolution passed by Winooski City Council on September 8, 2008 and the rules and
regulations set forth by VMERS. Contribution rates for members and the City are set
annually by VMERS.
R.

Innovative Program Leave
(1)

The City Manager, within departmental operational requirements and budget constraints,
may authorize an employee to take up to three (3) months leave at fifty percent (50%)
pay and full benefits to research and develop proposals, programs, policies, etc. to
implement cost saving and/or productivity enhancement measures in the Department.
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(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
S.

Eligible employees may qualify for Educational Incentive or Innovative Project Leave
after five (5) years of continuous service in the Department.
Only one (1) employee may be eligible to take Educational Incentive or Innovative
Project Leave at any given time.
Eligible employees receiving leave benefits shall be required to maintain employment
with the Department for two (2) years following completion of the leave or upon their
resignation repay the City the full costs of leave at their current salary.
Employees receiving leave shall be eligible to apply for leave after an additional five (5)
years of continuous employment following the leave.

Commercial Driver’s License
The City recognizes that certain positions within the bargaining unit require the member to acquire
and maintain a Commercial Driver’s License (CDL). To that end the City will maintain a
procedure that is compliant with the rules and regulations required by Federal and State law for
CDL driver's including but not limited to random drug testing, initial drug screening and record
checking for new hires, and annual motor vehicle record checking. Bargaining unit members will
receive a copy of this procedure annually and will acknowledge such receipt with their signature.
The City shall pay the difference in cost between a State driver’s license and cost for a commercial
driver’s license.

T. Health Club Benefit
Employees shall be eligible to receive reimbursement for sixty percent (60%) of a health club
membership subsidy (not to exceed six hundred dollars ($600) for an individual or family
membership). The City shall provide payroll deductions for membership dues less the subsidy.
ARTICLE IV. WORK HOURS
A.

Work Day
The normal work day shall be defined below in section C, Work Shift and shall include, with two
(2) fifteen minute breaks; one in the morning to be used as a coffee break, and one at mid-day to
be used as a lunch break.

B.

Work Week
The normal work week shall consist of five (5) consecutive, eight (8) hour days, Monday through
Friday inclusive, except for employees described in Section E of this article.
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C.

Work Shift
(1)

Eight (8) consecutive hours of work shall constitute a work shift. All employees shall be
scheduled to work a regular work shift, and each shift shall have a regular starting and
quitting time. Shifts for each group are outlined below.
(a) The Department Head shall notify the employee no less than five (5) working days
in advance of changing their established shift. Any hours worked in an employee’s
different shift without the five (5) days’ notice shall be paid at a rate of one and one
half (1 ½) times the employee's regular rate of pay, in addition to the accepted shift
differential.
(2) If mutually agreed upon by employees and supervisor, ten (10) consecutive hours of work
shall constitute a work shift for the purpose of a four day work week.
(3) The Public Works Division is comprised of different departments that require specific skill
sets relevant to each. In addition there are parallel skills required across the entire division
which allows for cross-departmental support to address situations that necessitate all
personnel tend to the task at hand. Such situations include; water breaks, sewer plugs,
weather emergencies, staff shortages, etc. However, for the most part, each department
operates as its own entity.
(4) Due to the nature of the task/responsibilities of each department it is often required that the
normal shift definition, as well as shift differential pay will vary. Furthermore, certain
positions within the bargaining unit may be assigned to different departments during different
times of the year, based on seasonal needs of the division.
(5) The following are the Public Works Departments and their normal assigned shift hours as
defined. Any hours worked outside the normal shift by employees assigned to that specific
department constitutes shift differential pay.
Department
Water
Storm Water
Waste Water
Streets
Grounds & Facilities
Downtown & Parking

First Shift
0700-1500 / 7AM3PM
0700-1500 / 7AM3PM
0700-1500 / 7AM3PM
0600-1400 / 6AM2PM
0600-1400 / 6AM2PM
0600-1400 / 6AM2PM
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Second Shift
1500-2300 / 3PM11PM
1500-2300 / 3PM11PM
1500-2300 / 3PM11PM
1400-2200 / 2PM10PM
1400-2200 / 2PM10PM
1400-2200 / 2PM10PM

Third Shift
2300-0700 / 11PM7AM
2300-0700 / 11PM7AM
2300-0700 / 11PM7AM
2200-0600 / 10PM6AM
2200-0600 / 10PM6AM
2200-0600 / 10PM6AM

D. Work Schedule
Work schedules, showing the employee’s shifts, work days and hours shall be posted on all
Department Bulletin Boards at least one (1) week in advance except in the case of emergency
situations.
E. Continuous Operations
(1)

(2)
(3)

Employees involved in continuous operations are defined as being any employee(s)
engaged in an operation for which there is a regularly scheduled work period of eight (8)
hours per day, seven (7) days per week. The work week shall consist of five (5)
consecutive eight (8) hour days.
The City agrees to no loss of pay due to a change in pay periods.
The City agrees that if an employee reports to work at the start of their shift and is sent
home due to a lack of work, that they shall receive eight (8) hours of pay at their regular
rate of pay.

F. Overtime
(1)

(2)

The City recognizes that overtime assignments, whether assigned as an extension of the
work day, or assigned on a specific date and time may require specific knowledge
and/abilities or may fall within a specific work function. For that reason, depending on
the task at hand, overtime may be assigned with consideration given to work disciplines
and normally assigned tasks between the Street Team and the Water Resources Team.
Under no circumstances will an employee work in excess of sixteen (16) consecutive
hours. Should an employee work for sixteen (16) consecutive hours, the employee will
be paid double time from the end of the 12th hour through the end of the 16th hour of
this work period. Employees are required to have a minimum of eight (8) hours of ‘rest
time’ between shifts of 16 hours. If the ‘rest time’ overlaps with the beginning of an
employee’s next scheduled shift, the city will pay the first four hours of rest time without
the use of accrued leave. For any remaining hours of rest period that occur during a
regular shift the employee shall either extend the next scheduled shift to complete the
eight (8) hours, use vacation time, comp time, or sick time to make up the eight hours, or
not be paid for any hours lost as a result of taking the required rest time Use of sick time,
as it may be otherwise used to cover the eight (8) hour rest time shall not count towards
the accumulation of overtime at one and one half (1 ½) rates. See ‘On-Call’ for more
information below. For the purpose of this provision, should a sixteen (16) hour shift
occur on a holiday, worked time and/or applicable overtime shall be paid in addition to
holiday pay.
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(3)

(4)

One and one half (1 ½) times the employee’s regular hourly pay shall be paid for work
under any of the following conditions, but compensation shall not be paid two (2) times
for the same hours:
(a) All work performed in excess of eight (8) hours per day or forty (40) hours per
week. Sick leave (except as stipulated in (2) above), vacation leave, holidays and/or
any approved absences shall be included in the computation of a work week for the
payment of overtime. However, should the City and the Union agree to 10-hour
shifts, work performed in excess of eight (8) hours per day shall not be considered
overtime, but work performed in excess of ten (10) hours per day will be overtime.
(b) Any work done during a shift change without the proper five (5) working days’
notice as described in Section C(1)(a) of this Article.
(c) Any time an employee is called in to work after their regularly scheduled shift, the
employee shall be paid a minimum of four (4) hours at the overtime rate for any
call-in outside of the regularly scheduled shift. Employees must fully complete the
call-in sheet to be eligible for the four (4) hour minimum.
(d) Any work done outside of the employee’s regularly scheduled shift.
The opportunity to work overtime shall first be offered to the assigned on-call staff
person. The employee within a work team or job function who has the least number of
overtime hours to their credit shall be offered overtime following on-call staff person if
additional support is needed. The Department will publish an overtime list after review
by the Union Steward (updated at a minimum of biweekly) to ensure all personnel know
their standing. When called to work overtime and an employee does not accept the
assignment or does not answer the phone, this will be considered refuse time and the next
qualified employee will be called and offered the overtime. This procedure shall be
followed until the required number of employees have been selected for the assignment.
Employees that are already working on the specific job shall be offered the overtime. If
the employee currently working on the specific job refuses the overtime, it will then be
offered to the next qualified employee with the fewest hours on the latest overtime list.
Overtime will be offered to all bargaining unit members, despite what department,
following the overtime protocol with that department’s bargaining unit personnel first,
the rest of the bargaining unit members second, then temporary/seasonal workers. Any
overtime hours due to training shall not be calculated into the biweekly overtime list.
Members following this procedure, for calling in employees, in good faith will not be
disciplined.
For the sole purpose of winter operations (i.e., snow removal), the Public Works
Department agrees to waive the five (5) day notice for a change in shift as long as the
change from first to third shift does not occur in the same work week, as defined in
Section B of Article III.
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(5)
(6)

The record of all overtime hours offered to each employee shall be posted on the General
Bulletin Board.
Overtime work shall be voluntary except in emergency situation.

G. On Call
The City recognizes the need for separate on-call rotations and overtime requirements with
regard to work disciplines and normally assigned tasks between the Street Team and the Water
Resources Team.
It is understood that each team has specialized skills and training required for the tasks
performed by the respective teams. For that reason, Street Team employees will not participate
in the Water Resources on-call rotation, and Water Resources Team employees will not
participate in the Street on-call rotation. There will be three exceptions to this rule 1) Street
Team employees will assist in call-ins related to facilities needs 2) In the event of a call in for a
sewer plug or a broken water line, the Street Team will support the Water Resources Team by
evaluating the situation and determining if it is necessary for a Water Resources Team member
to be called in to assist with the issue. 3) In the event of an emergency as determined by City
Management.
Temporary and Seasonal personnel may be utilized to supplement regular full-time personnel on
the respective teams after all bargaining unit members are offered the work first and refuse, in
compliance with the current CBA. Temporary and Seasonal personnel will be called in when
necessary to execute tasks which they are routinely assigned after all bargaining unit members
are offered the work first and refuse, in compliance with the current CBA.
1) Call in Compensation for the Street Team. The City will agree to pay employees $350.00 (three
hundred and fifty dollars) per week ($40 per weekday and $75 per weekend day) for the sole
purpose of carrying a pager in order to respond. The on-call list will be on a rotation with qualified
(must have CDL and be a qualified operator or higher) bargaining unit personnel who will have
their choice of weeks. During any week in which there is a holiday, on -call employees will receive
additional pay of $25 (twenty-five dollars) when the holiday falls during their on-call rotation.
During such times that the holiday falls on a Monday it is the responsibility of the employees
involved to work in the transition of the pager.
2) Water Resources On Call Pay and Rotation. The City will pay employee $280 (two hundred
and eighty dollars) per week ($40 per day) for the sole purpose of carrying a pager in order to
respond to Water Resources emergencies. On call employees will receive an additional pay of $25
(twenty-five dollars) when a holiday falls during their on call rotation.
Pager assignments shall cover seven (7) days of the week, beginning and ending at 0700 hours
each Monday morning. On call employees will be provided with a pager and must call back within
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10 minutes of receiving a message and must arrive at the work site within 50 minutes. The on-call
person carrying the pager will be the first person to respond to any callouts. However, if the oncall person is on mandatory rest time, the duty manager will be called.
Should an on-call week become available and no employee signs up to cover the time, the
employee with the least amount of overtime on the most current overtime list, and not taking an
approved vacation at the time, shall be assigned the week.
Bargaining unit members who are on a vacation of up to two days will be eligible to sign up for
the on call rotation during their vacation, subject to the response time requirements outlined above.
Bargaining unit members who are on a vacation of two days or more will not be eligible to sign
up for the on call rotation during their vacation.
Bargaining unit members who call in sick must speak with their supervisor. The supervisor will
arrange for the pager to be given to another employee. If no other bargaining unit member
volunteers, the manager may assign on call duties to another member or may use temporary or
seasonal employees to fill in until the member returns from sick time.
Storm Watch-The Public Works Director (or designated representative) will have the right to place
additional bargaining unit employees on call for a predicted impending storm. Storm Watch
personnel must be assigned prior to 12:00 noon of the current work day and prior to 12:00 noon
on Friday for weekends or prior to a holiday. Storm watch pay will equal $25 per day for the
employees assigned to storm watch.
All Qualified Public Works Employees shall be given the opportunity to be ‘On Call.’ Temporary
or seasonal employees may be called in as outlined above but will not receive any on-call
compensation outside of the regular pay as required under FLSA.
ARTICLE V. UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT
A.

Uniforms
The City agrees to furnish work uniforms for employees in the bargaining unit that shall consist
of work shirts and pants as well as the following related apparel. These items are the only approved
uniform apparel. As determined by the City, all appropriate apparel will carry a minimum of City
name/logo (at the expense of the City), and optional employee name. The ‘City of Winooski’ will
be the approved name/logo.
Shirts: Five (5) Grey Tee shirts with three (3) replacements allowed per year and two (2)
moderate weight sweat or flannel shirts-Green or Grey
Jackets: One (1) light and one (1) heavy winter jacket
Reflective rain jacket & pants: One (1) set
All VOSHA recommended personal protective equipment
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On an annual basis, the City will agree to provide access to approved vendors from which each
Union member may place orders for items from the following list totaling no more than $1000 per
fiscal year:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Jeans or work trousers
Work socks
Safety shoes/boots
Winter Weather Gear
Shorts
Sweatshirt
Work gloves
Other articles or work-related clothing with Supervisor approval

Uniforms are only to be worn during work hours, and kept in clean serviceable condition.
Uniforms, footwear, and related apparel will be worn as directed and in a manner to present and
maintain a clean and professional appearance. Uniforms may be worn while travelling to and from
work and may be worn for reasonable business on the way to and from work. Failure to maintain
and/or inappropriate use of uniforms and related apparel at other times may be considered misuse
of City property. With Department Head approval, any substantially damaged article of work
clothing can be replaced on a case-by-case basis regardless of the wear, without impacting the
individual employee’s allotment.
B.

Equipment
All employees shall sign for tools which they remove from their normal workplace and they shall
be responsible for those tools except in the case of a bona fide theft.

ARTICLE VI. DISCIPLINE/DISCHARGE/GRIEVANCE
A.

Discipline and Discharge
(1)

(2)

An employee who has completed their probationary period shall not be disciplined except
for just cause. Any such written action taken by the City shall be subject to the Grievance
and Arbitration procedures of this Agreement.
Disciplinary action by the City may be in the form of oral or written reprimand or
suspension without pay. The foregoing is an illustrative and exhaustive list of disciplinary
actions which can be utilized by the City. The parties agree that there are appropriate
cases that may warrant the City bypassing progressive discipline procedures for applying
discipline in different degrees.
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(3)

B.

The City shall not discharge any employee without just cause. Prior to discharge, both
the employee and the Union Steward shall be notified in writing that the employee is
subject to discharge. Such notification shall state the reason(s) for the dismissal and
inform the employee of their rights to a Loudermill hearing, that is, to appeal the
dismissal to the City Council at Step Three of the Grievance Procedure. Upon the date of
discharge (completion of five (5) working days suspension), the Union shall have the
right to take up the discharge at Step Three of the Grievance Procedure and the matter
shall be handled in accordance with the Grievance Procedure through the Arbitration
Step if deemed necessary by either party. The employee shall remain suspended without
pay through the completion of the Grievance Procedure.

Grievance and Arbitration Procedure
Definition: A grievance shall be construed, for the purpose of this Agreement, to mean
a claim or dispute involving the interpretation and/or application, either in whole or in
part, of any written and presently operative portion or provision of this contract.
B. Time Limits: All the time limits in this Grievance Procedure shall consist of working
days. The grievance shall, in all Steps of the formal Grievance Procedure herein provided
for, be entitled to be represented by a representative of the Union. No grievance shall be
determined except in accordance with the procedures specified in this contract. Failure
by the grievant to adhere to those procedures within the specified time periods shall
render the grievance null and void. Failure of the appropriate administrative body to
render a decision in favor of the grievant shall not be subject to appeal.
C. Informal Procedures: Any objection to management’s interpretation of the contract
shall be addresses to the individual who made the decision to attempt to resolve the matter
prior to entering into a formal grievance process. In no case shall this delay the grievance
process by more than five working days.
D. Intent: It is the intention of the parties that grievances be settled at the lowest possible
step. Department Union Stewards will therefore be granted reasonable time, subject to
the City’s operating needs and not to exceed two (2) hours per week, per grievance, to
investigate and process filed grievances during working hours without loss of pay. Such
time may not be used to initiate grievances.
E. Grievance Procedures
a. Step One-The Grievant, their representative, or a representative of the Union acting
on their behalf shall file with the Director of Public Works, a written grievance setting
forth the specific issue(s) being grieved and setting the redress sought. The Director
shall, within five (5) working days of their receipt of the grievance, render a decision
in writing, copies of which will be sent to the grievant and the Union Steward. The
A.
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b.

c.

d.

e.

Director may hold meetings, as they determine necessary, with the grievant, the Union
representative or other parties they may deem appropriate to solicit information. No
grievance shall be considered unless it is filed at the appropriate step within ten (10)
working days of the incident which gave rise to the grievance. If the grievance is not
settled at this step, then the parties will proceed to Step Two.
Step Two-The grievant, their representative, or a representative acting on their behalf,
shall file with the City Manage a written grievance setting forth the specific issue(s)
being grieved and the redress sought. The City Manager shall, within seven (7)
working days of their receipt of the grievance render a decision in writing, copies of
which to be sent to the grievant, the Union Steward and the Department Head
involved. The City Manager may hold any meetings they deem necessary to solicit
pertinent information.
Step Three-If the grievance is not solved at Step Two, the grievant shall, within fifteen
(15) working days, personally or through a union representative forward the grievance
to the head of the City Council setting forth the reason for the dissatisfaction with the
decision rendered at Step Two and outlining the redress sought. The City Council
shall, within fifteen (15) working days of the receipt of the grievance, meet either as a
whole or by committee, to consider the substance and adjudication of the matter, and
shall within five (5) working days after such meeting render a decision, copies of
which shall be sent to the grievant, the Union Steward and the City Manager.
Step Four-If the grievance is not resolved at Step Three, the grievant shall personally
or through a Union representative, within thirty (30) days of receipt of the City
Council’s decision request binding arbitration on the matter. Such request shall be
made in writing and delivered to the City Manager by certified mail. The arbitrator
shall be determined by a mutual agreement between a Union representative and the
City Manage. Should the parties be unable to agree upon an arbitrator, the arbitration
shall be requested from the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service. Cost of the
arbitration shall be borne equally by both parties in the grievance. The arbitrator shall
be empowered to include in any award remedies as they judge to be proper, but the
arbitrator shall have no power to add to, delete from, amend or in any matter alter the
existing contract.
If a grievance is to be filed over a discharge it will be filed at Step Three of the
Grievance Procedure.

ARTICLE VII. RATES OF PAY
i.

Hourly Wages
(1) Hourly wages are presented in Appendix A. All employees who receive a satisfactory or higher
annual evaluation shall move up one step. Employees who have reached the highest step in the
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(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)
(9)

pay scale, and will no longer receive step increases, will receive the COLA increase outlined
below and a $1,000 one-time bonus to be paid with the first pay check issued after July 1 each
year.
Pay for positions within the bargaining unit will be outlined in a pay scale to include pay grades
and steps within each pay grade. The pay scale will be adjusted annually on July 1. For FY23,
the adjustment will be 5% plus a $1000 one-time bonus. Thereafter, annual adjustments will
be determined using Consumer Price Index (CPI-U), and will be based on the U.S. Department
of Labor statistics for the Northeast Urban zone using the report released for the preceding
October to October and will be the 12-month average. If COLA for this period falls below 1%
Appendix A increases by 1%. If COLA for this period is between 1% and 2%, Appendix A
increases by 2%. If COLA for this period is above 2% Appendix A will increase by the value
of COLA.
The pay plan will consist of three grades Level I, Level II, Level III and twenty (20) steps.
Positions will be placed in the pay scale based on the minimum qualifications for the position.
a. Level I shall be an entry level position and minimum qualifications shall include, but
not be limited to, one year of work experience.
b. Minimum qualifications for Level II shall include Commercial Drivers’ License
Minimum qualifications for Level III will include, but not be limited to; a professional
license, demonstration of minimum skills outlined in the job description and
demonstration of basic leadership skills outlined in the job description.
Newly hired bargaining unit employees will normally be placed at step one (1) of the pay scale
in their grade. At the time of hire and at the request of the Director of Public works, a new
employee may be placed at a step higher than step one (1) based on the City’s hiring and
promotion procedures. In no case shall a newly hired bargaining unit member be placed above
a step five (5) in the pay scale.
Bargaining unit members may be promoted within the pay scale based on the City’s hiring and
promotion procedures. The hiring and promotion procedure will include but not be limited to:
a. Promotion from Level I to Level II when an employee in good standing meets the
minimum qualifications for Equipment Operator II.
b. Promotion from Level II to Level III may occur when an opening for Level III exists
and an employee meets the minimum qualifications for the position. Promotion to
Equipment Operator III will require a posting and selection process as outlined in
Article I, Section L of this contract and the City’s hiring and promotion procedures.
Bargaining unit members will move up a step in the pay scale each year effective July 1.
Members hired after May 1 of each year will not receive a step increase on July 1 of that year,
but will receive a step increase the following July 1 and each July 1 thereafter.
Members who are promoted within the pay scale will move to the step which provides a
minimum of a 5% increase in their hourly rate of pay.
Incentive pay: A $0.50 per hour raise shall be paid to all members who successfully obtain a
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Certified Pool Operator (CPO) Certification.
B.

Proficiency Based Promotion
1. Employees will have an opportunity during their annual performance evaluation to discuss with
their supervisor an application for promotion to a higher classification based on their capabilities
in the areas described in Proficiency Chart for their appropriate division as established by
management. An employee who believes that they are capable of performing in all areas at the
level required of a higher grade position shall submit a written application to the Director on a
form approved by the City and Union.
2. Evaluation - Within thirty (30) days following receipt of an application for promotion, the
Director shall meet with the employee and their supervisor to discuss the application for
promotion and to review the qualifications of the employee for the higher classification. If the
Director is satisfied that the employee meets the requirements for the new position, he shall
notify the employee, who shall be promoted to the new classification. The Director may schedule
a proficiency evaluation for employees seeking proficiency designation in a skill set for a higher
position. In these cases the Director will convene a review panel consisting of three evaluators to
determine proficiency according to the Chart. The Panel will consist of the Director, the
employee's immediate supervisor, and a peer trainer or an outside evaluator selected by the
Director or his designee and skilled in the operation of the appropriate equipment. The panel
shall review the employee's qualifications and training, and conduct appropriate skills tests as
deemed necessary by the Panel. The results of the review and skills testing, along with the
Panel's recommendation, shall be provided to the Director, who shall approve promotions based
on positive recommendations from the review panel. Copies of the review and skills testing,
along with the Director's determination, shall be provided to the employee. An employee who is
determined not qualified for the promotion shall be provided a list of areas and equipment
needing improvement, and shall be entitled to reapply for promotion in six (6) months following
the previous determination.
3. Training- Employees interested in furthering their skills so as to qualify for promotion may
request training on specific equipment or functions to help provide depth of skills within the
Department. Such requests shall be made in writing to the employee's immediate supervisor. The
City will make training opportunities available to employees requesting it, including periodic
training on equipment on a rotating basis, as well as training on equipment at other training
facilities, and shall establish training schedules for such employees. Training on equipment shall
be balanced with project production, and shall be subject to the operating needs of the
Department as well as budgetary considerations. Employees will also be expected to train on
equipment on their own time. The City shall allow employees to use equipment after work hours
on their own time in order to facilitate such training. Any such training will be done consistent
with safety rules agreed to by the parties.
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4. Voluntary - The proficiency system will be the only advancement option between EOI and EOII.
No employee will be disciplined or otherwise penalized for electing not to seek promotion to a
higher classified position. Employees employed as of the date of contract execution in specific
grade classifications shall be entitled to remain in those classifications even though they may not
meet the proficiency criteria in every area as reflected in the Proficiency Charts established by
management, nor shall such employees be required to become proficient in areas not previously
required of them for their position unless otherwise mandated by State regulation. Such
grandfathered employees who elect to remain in their grade level shall be entitled to continue to
perform the job assignments and operate the equipment they have traditionally been assigned and
operated, and shall not be involuntarily removed from such assignments or equipment.
B. Shift Differential
(1)
(2)

American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees will receive an
additional $0.75 per hour for work performed on the second shift.
American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees will receive an
additional $1.00 per hour for work performed during the third shift.

C. Hiring Practices
The City will hire the best possible candidates for the vacant positions.
The new employee must meet all of the qualifications outlined in the job description for the
position. Pay scale placement for newly hired employees is outlined in Section A Hourly Wages.
Decisions on placement will be at the time of hire and not be negotiable thereafter.
D. Pay Period
Employees shall be paid on a biweekly basis for hours worked during the previous two weeks.
ARTICLE VIII. MISCELLANEOUS
A.

Employee Protection
It shall be the responsibility of the City to keep all equipment in safe operating condition; likewise,
it shall be the responsibility of each individual employee to report any unsafe condition(s)
immediately to their supervisor.
B. Bulletin Boards
Announcements shall be posted in conspicuous places where employees enter and/or leave the
premises. Parties to this Agreement, both of whom may use the bulletin boards for notices of
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routine matters, agree that it would be improper to post derogatory or inflammatory written
material on such bulletin boards. Notices posted on bulletin boards shall not be removed by either
party to this Agreement without permission from the party posting such notice.
C. Personnel Records and Files
The information in an employee file is available to the employee at any time. The file itself (paper
records) is the property of the City. Should the employee wish to have a copy of the contents of
their file, they shall make an appointment with Human Resources to receive a copy. The employee
is free to verify the completeness of the record under the supervision of a staff member from
Human Resources.
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

No written material concerning an employee’s conduct, service, character, personality or
fitness for employment shall be placed in the employee’s file unless the employee first
has the opportunity to examine and/or copy such material.
Employees shall acknowledge that they have had an opportunity to examine such
material by affixing their signature on the actual document to be placed in their personnel
file. Such signature shall not be deemed to signify the employee’s agreement with any of
the material in the document but merely an indication that they had an opportunity to
read and inspect it.
Employees have the right to see and/or reproduce the contents of their personnel file at
any time during working hours.
Letters of reprimand, warning or written records of relief from duty which are more than
one (1) year old and have not resulted in any further discipline against the employee shall
be removed from the employee’s personnel file and destroyed.

D. Weather Condition
(1)

(2)

Employees shall not be required to do any unreasonable work in the open (outside) during
inclement weather, but the employee's) must carry out assignment(s) given to them
during an emergency.
The City is sensitive to employees working in temperature extremes. The Director of
Public Works or their designee at their discretion, shall make reasonable efforts when the
temperature is zero (0) degrees Fahrenheit or lower of ninety (90) degrees Fahrenheit or
higher, to ensure employees will not be required to perform outside duties outside of the
normal practice except in emergency situations.

E. Harassment
The policy on sexual and other forms of harassment shall be outlined in the City’s Personnel
Manual. The City agrees to maintain a policy that complies with Federal and State law. The
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Steward will be notified of any changes made due to changes in state statute or federal law. Any
changes to the policy that apply outside of legal requirement will require bargaining. Nothing in
this practice shall prevent the City and the Union from bargaining for special benefits above and
beyond that which is legally required under this policy.
F. Benefits Outside of Contract
A.F.S.C.M.E. members are entitled to any benefit afforded non-exempt staff who are not members
of a bargaining unit as outlined in the City’s Human Resource Manual except where otherwise
specifically noted in this contract. Such that benefits in this contract are referred to first, and
benefits in the Personnel Policy are applied only where the contract is silent.

G. Arbitration and No Strike
The parties agree that in future negotiations the impasse resolution process shall include mediation.
Final and binding arbitration in accordance with Section 1733 of the Municipal Employee
Relations Act may be mutually agreed to by the Union and the City in the ground rules agreement
for bargaining towards successor agreements. The parties further agree that when such an
arbitration agreement is part of the ground rules for bargaining a successor agreement that
employees with such agreement to arbitrate shall not have the right to strike.
H. Work Hours Communication:
The use of personal cell phones will not be the main link of communication during work hours.
CB radios or City provided cell phones will be the main communication. After work hours will
be a pager for on-call use and personal phone use for call ins only.
I. Commercial Drives license:
Class and Training will be provided by the City of Winooski. If The City pays for an employee
to take a CDL training course, the employee will stay employed with the City for a minimum of
two years after completion or if the employee chooses to separate from the City, they shall repay
the cost of the course at time of separation.

ARTICLE IX. Code Enforcement Officers
Full-time Code Enforcement Officers (CEOs) shall receive all the rights and protections
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afforded to AFCSME members under the Agreement with the exceptions below. Any and
all reference in this Agreement to “Public Works Director” and “Manager” or “Supervisor”
shall be considered synonymous with “Parking Enforcement and Manager.”
a. Article I, Section B(2): Code Enforcement Officers will continue to enforce parking, life,
health and safety codes of the City in tandem with and at the direction of the Fire Chief, the
Assistant Fire Marshal/Fire Captain and the uniformed services division of the Police
Department.
b. Article I, Section H (1): Probation. Code Enforcement Officers shall have a probationary
period of six (6) months.
c. Article I, Section I – Code Enforcement Officers shall accrue seniority pursuant to items
(1) and (2) in this section, but will have a separate seniority list from Department of
Public Works employees for the purposes of all cases of promotion; transfer; decrease or
increase in workforce; assignment to shift work; vacation period; Section J: Workforce
Reduction Procedure; and Section L: Job Posting.
d. Article III, Section B (2): In the event a holiday falls on a day the employee is not
scheduled to work they will recognize it the closest scheduled work shift.
e. Article III, Section G (3): Vacation time shall be earned on a biweekly basis
proportionally for number of regular hours based on a 40 hour work week.
f. Article III, Section Q: Code Enforcement Officers are enrolled in the City’s 401
retirement plan with City contributions of at least 5%. Should the Code Enforcement
Officer also enroll in the voluntary 457 plan and contribute an amount of 6% or more, the
City will increase its contribution to the 401 plan up to 6% of the member’s gross pay.
g. Article IV: Code Enforcement Officers will be scheduled based on operational/municipal
needs, including but not limited to 10-hour work days, a workweek based on a SundaySaturday schedule, and weekend days. CEOs will be scheduled for 30- hour work weeks.
In the event that shift changes are necessary, CEOs shall be given 3 days’ notice. Shift
changes are defined as short term schedule changes, including but not limited to coverage
for planned or unplanned paid time off. Overtime will be based on operational needs.
Overtime is defined as work performed in excess of forty (40) hours per week. Overtime
pay is defined as 1 ½ times the employee’s regular rate. In the event that the City of
Winooski must make changes to CEO work schedules to meet operational/municipal
needs, the City will do so with thirty (30) days’ notice to the CEOs. Work schedules are
defined as length of shift, number of work days per week, shift start time and end times,
number of consecutive days worked, and days off. CEOs will not partake in any Street
Team or Water Resources Team on call rotation.
h. Article IV, Section C (5): There are no shifts for Code Enforcement Officer positions.
i. Article V, Section A. Uniforms: The City shall provide CEOs with the following:
• Polo shirts (5)
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j. Lined pants (2) Article VII. Rates of Pay: (9) CEOs shall be paid a premium of one dollar
($1) per hour whenever they are training a new employee who is still on probation. This
training premium will not be paid for more than six (6) weeks.

ARTICLE X. FINAL RESOLUTION AND DURATION OF AGREEMENT
A.

Agreement
The City and the Union agree to meet no later than March 15, 2025, for the purpose of negotiations
in a good faith effort to reach agreement for the year beginning July 1, 2025.
B. Duration
This Agreement shall be effective as of the first day of July, 2022 and shall remain in full force
and effect until the 30th of June, 2025. It shall be automatically renewed from year to year thereafter
unless either party shall notify the other in writing that it desires to modify this Agreement. In the
event that such notice is given, negotiations shall begin as set forth in this Article and this
Agreement shall remain in full force and be effective during the period of negotiations and until
the new Agreement is signed by the parties.
C. Termination and Legality
If any provision of this Agreement is subsequently found to be unlawful, unenforceable, or not in
accordance with applicable statutes, all other provisions of this Agreement shall remain in full
force and effect for the duration of this Agreement and the parties shall meet as soon as possible
to agree on a substitute provision. However, if the parties are unable to agree within thirty (30)
days following commencement of the initial meeting, then the matter shall be postponed until
contract negotiations are reopened.

ARTICLE X. SIGNATURE PAGE
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties here to set their hand and seals this __________ day of
_________ by their duly authorized representatives.

WITNESSES
_____________________
_____________________

CITY OF WINOOSKI
By:______________________
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF STATE
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COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL
EMPLOYEES LOCAL 1343
By:_______________________

______________________
______________________

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF STATE
COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL
EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 1343
By:_______________________

______________________
______________________
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APPENDIX A. Pay Scale
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APPENDIX B. Employee Rights under the Family and Medical Leave Act
See following page for the poster.
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EMPLOYEE
RIGHTS
UNDER THE FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE ACT
THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION
LEAVE
ENTITLEMENTS

Eligible employees who work for a covered employer can take up to 12 weeks of unpaid, job-protected leave in a 12-month period
for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•
•

The birth of a child or placement of a child for adoption or foster care;
To bond with a child (leave must be taken within one year of the child’s birth or placement);
To care for the employee’s spouse, child, or parent who has a qualifying serious health condition;
For the employee’s own qualifying serious health condition that makes the employee unable to perform the employee’s job;
For qualifying exigencies related to the foreign deployment of a military member who is the employee’s spouse,
child, or parent.

An eligible employee who is a covered servicemember’s spouse, child, parent, or next of kin may also take up to 26 weeks
of FMLA leave in a single 12-month period to care for the servicemember with a serious injury or illness.
An employee does not need to use leave in one block. When it is medically necessary or otherwise permitted, employees
may take leave intermittently or on a reduced schedule.
Employees may choose, or an employer may require, use of accrued paid leave while taking FMLA leave. If an employee
substitutes accrued paid leave for FMLA leave, the employee must comply with the employer’s normal paid leave policies.

BENEFITS &
PROTECTIONS

While employees are on FMLA leave, employers must continue health insurance coverage as if the employees were not on leave.
Upon return from FMLA leave, most employees must be restored to the same job or one nearly identical to it with
equivalent pay, benefits, and other employment terms and conditions.
An employer may not interfere with an individual’s FMLA rights or retaliate against someone for using or trying to use FMLA leave,
opposing any practice made unlawful by the FMLA, or being involved in any proceeding under or related to the FMLA.

ELIGIBILITY
REQUIREMENTS

An employee who works for a covered employer must meet three criteria in order to be eligible for FMLA leave. The employee must:
•
•
•

Have worked for the employer for at least 12 months;
Have at least 1,250 hours of service in the 12 months before taking leave;* and
Work at a location where the employer has at least 50 employees within 75 miles of the employee’s worksite.

*Special “hours of service” requirements apply to airline flight crew employees.

REQUESTING
LEAVE

Generally, employees must give 30-days’ advance notice of the need for FMLA leave. If it is not possible to give 30-days’ notice,
an employee must notify the employer as soon as possible and, generally, follow the employer’s usual procedures.
Employees do not have to share a medical diagnosis, but must provide enough information to the employer so it can determine
if the leave qualifies for FMLA protection. Sufficient information could include informing an employer that the employee is or
will be unable to perform his or her job functions, that a family member cannot perform daily activities, or that hospitalization or
continuing medical treatment is necessary. Employees must inform the employer if the need for leave is for a reason for which
FMLA leave was previously taken or certified.
Employers can require a certification or periodic recertification supporting the need for leave. If the employer determines that the
certification is incomplete, it must provide a written notice indicating what additional information is required.

EMPLOYER
RESPONSIBILITIES

Once an employer becomes aware that an employee’s need for leave is for a reason that may qualify under the FMLA, the
employer must notify the employee if he or she is eligible for FMLA leave and, if eligible, must also provide a notice of rights and
responsibilities under the FMLA. If the employee is not eligible, the employer must provide a reason for ineligibility.
Employers must notify its employees if leave will be designated as FMLA leave, and if so, how much leave will be designated as
FMLA leave.

ENFORCEMENT

Employees may file a complaint with the U.S. Department of Labor, Wage and Hour Division, or may bring a private lawsuit
against an employer.
The FMLA does not affect any federal or state law prohibiting discrimination or supersede any state or local law or collective
bargaining agreement that provides greater family or medical leave rights.

For additional information or to file a complaint:

1-866-4-USWAGE
(1-866-487-9243)

TTY: 1-877-889-5627

www.dol.gov/whd
U.S. Department of Labor

Wage and Hour Division
WH1420 REV 04/16

City of Winooski
Vermont’s Opportunity City

27 West Allen Street
Winooski Vermont 05404
802 655 6410
winooskivt.gov

Agenda Item

VLCT, PACIF and VERB Annual Meeting voting delegate

Date

September 19, 2022

Submitting Department

City Manager

Recommended Action

Recommended motion: “Appoint the City Manager as the
City of Winooski’s Voting Delegate to the 2022 VLCT, PACIF
and VERB Annual Meetings.”
All

Strategic Vision Area and
Strategy
Expenditure Required
(amount and source)
Background Information

Winooski is a member of VLCT, PACIF, and VERB. Each have
separate Boards of Directors comprised of municipal
officials, and their members are all municipalities (mostly
towns and cities, but also some solid waste districts and
other types of municipalities defined as such by law). PACIF
and VERB are co-located with VLCT and share some
backbone staff.
VLCT stands for the Vermont League of Cities and Towns,
and is like a trade association for municipalities. PACIF
stands for Property and Casualty Intermunicipal Fund, and
provides pooled insurance for municipalities for property,
casualty, and worker’s compensation. VERB stands for VLCT
Employment Resource and Benefits Trust; since 2021, it
only offers Unemployment Insurance.
As you can see from the Annual Meeting agendas, most of
the content is administrative. The PACIF bylaw change is
administrative too; it’s about allowing more overlap
between VERB and PACIF board membership because of
low interest in serving.
The substantive item is the Municipal Policy for VLCT;
unfortunately, the version the membership will be voting on
is not yet available. I or Kristine will email it if it sent to us
before Monday; it may also come to your inbox from VLCT.
The VLCT Municipal Policy is what the VLCT Advocacy Team
uses to guide their lobbying of the Vermont Legislature on
behalf of all of its members. The VLCT membership adopts
the Municipal Policy guiding document every two years,

before each legislative biennium. The version presented at
the Annual Meeting of the members reflects input from
VLCT Advocacy staff and topical committees of municipal
officials nominated by VLCT staff to achieve geographic and
population size representation, and is approved by the VLCT
Board. There is a process to allow amendments from the
floor of the VLCT Annual Meeting, but, for substantive
changes, the floor debate often takes some time because of
the number of people in attendance (50-100). For that
reason, language tweaking is not the best use of Annual
Meeting time, although there are no rules against it. (If you
would like a say earlier in the year for the greater
opportunity to debate and get detailed language into the
proposed Municipal Policy, one way to do that is to submit
your name to the advocacy staff to join one of those
committees in the future.)
Because the meeting is in person during the workday, I have
offered myself, but any municipal official may be a
delegate. In addition to municipal managers, Councilors,
Mayors, and even department heads are also commonly
appointed. Your main criterion for selecting a delegate
should be your confidence in their ability to represent
Winooski’s interests in case new topics arise during the
meetings on which you haven’t previously agreed on a
position.
Note the due date for designating a voting delegate is
shown as Friday September 16, but I was told VLCT
Advocacy staff were planning to ask to have that deadline
extended.
Supporting Documents

Annual meetings warning
Annual meetings agendas

Interested Parties

All

City Manager Approval

August 30, 2022

To all Vermont League of Cities and Towns, PACIF, and VERB members:
As part of Town Fair, the Vermont League of Cities and Towns (VLCT), VLCT Property and
Casualty Intermunicipal Fund, Inc. (PACIF), and VLCT Employment Resource and Benefits
Trust, Inc. (VERB, dba “Unemployment Insurance Program”) will hold their annual business
meetings on Thursday, October 6, at 1 PM. The meetings will be held in person at the
Killington Grand Resort Hotel at 228 East Mountain Road in Killington, Vermont. The
three annual meetings will be held consecutively: VERB will begin the meeting at 1:00 PM,
the PACIF meeting will follow, and VLCT’s Annual Meeting is expected to convene around
2:00 PM. To access the meeting agenda as well as the draft minutes from last year’s
meetings, the VLCT Annual Meeting Governing Rules, and more materials as they become
available, visit vlct.org/2022AnnualMeeting.
Every VLCT, PACIF, and VERB member that wants to vote at the Annual Meetings must
designate voting delegate(s) by Friday, September 16. To ensure that all three
organizations’ members are properly represented and able to participate in the election of
officers and any other item that may properly come before the membership, we are asking
that your legislative body designate one official as the Voting Delegate for each VLCT
organization that your municipal entity is a member of. You may delegate different people
for each VLCT organization or a single person as the delegate for two or all three of the
meetings. Keep in mind that only cities and towns are voting members of VLCT, while other
municipal entities may participate in the PACIF and VERB meetings.
Designate your Voting Delegate(s) using the Town Fair registration site,
www.vlct.org/townfair. Simply click Register, enter the delegate’s information, and, when
prompted, specify whether the person is the delegate for VLCT, PACIF, VERB, or a
combination. Then proceed to selecting the ticket for the delegate (and tickets for any
additional non-delegate attendees).
Please consider nominating a deserving local official for one of VLCT's three awards. And
while we do not anticipate immediate vacancies on any of the three Boards of Directors, if
you are interested in either serving on or nominating a qualified person to serve on one of
them, we welcome having lists of appropriate candidates on hand. You will find information
and links to all of these nomination forms at vlct.org/2022AnnualMeetings until September
17, 2022.

This year’s Town Fair takes place over two full days. Along with the Annual Meetings,
Thursday’s schedule includes breakfast with topic-specific roundtables, training sessions,
and lunch. All attendees are encouraged to join the evening reception which includes
dinner, awards, and an opportunity for laughter and fun through a comedy show hosted by
municipal members. Friday continues with expanded educational sessions, the Exhibit Hall
full of vendors, lunch, recreation time, and the annual meeting of Women Leading
Government. We encourage all delegates and other attendees to take advantage of the
exceptional networking and learning opportunities throughout the entire event.
With the continued presence of COVID-19, we encourage participants to take precautions
to help us assemble safely, including being fully vaccinated and wearing a mask if they
choose. Please do not attend if you feel unwell or have any symptoms of sickness.
Should the State of Vermont or the CDC make changes to their COVID-related guidance,
VLCT will notify attendees of any protocol changes.
Thank you for your membership in VLCT and its two risk-sharing trusts. We look forward to
seeing you at the annual meetings!

Jessie Baker
President
VLCT Board of Directors

Carl Rogers
President
Property and Casualty
Intermunicipal Fund, Inc.

William Shepeluk
President
VLCT Employment Resource
and Benefits Trust, Inc.

Vermont League of Cities and Towns
VLCT Employment Resource and Benefits Trust, Inc.
VLCT Property and Casualty Intermunicipal Fund, Inc.

2022 Annual Meetings of the Membership
Thursday, October 6, 2022
Killington Grand Hotel, Killington, Vermont
1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Agenda
I.

Welcome and Introduction

II.

VLCT Employment Resource and Benefits Trust, Inc. (VERB) Annual Business
Meeting
A. Call to Order by President Bill Shepeluk
B. Approval of Agenda
C. Approval of Minutes
D. Financial Audit Report
E. Report of the President
F. Staff Report
G. Report of the Nominating Committee
H. Election of Directors
I. Any Other Business
J. Adjourn

III.

VLCT Property and Casualty Intermunicipal Fund, Inc. (PACIF) Annual Business
Meeting
A. Call to Order by President Carl Rogers
B. Approval of Agenda
C. Approval of Minutes
D. Financial Audit Report
E. Report of the President
F. Staff Report
G. Bylaw Change
H. Report of the Nominating Committee
I. Election of Directors
J. Any Other Business
K. Adjourn

IV.

Vermont League of Cities and Towns (VLCT) Annual Business Meeting
A. Call to Order by President Jessie Baker

B. Introduction of the Board of Directors
1. Also Introduce Chairs of VLCT Policy Committees who will present
work of the five VLCT Municipal Policy Committees
C. Approval of Annual Meeting Agenda
D. Approval of Annual Meeting Minutes of 2021
E. Approval of Governing Rules of the Annual Meeting
F. Executive Director’s Report
G. Financial Audit Report
H. Municipal Policy – Review, Discussion, Amendment and Adoption
I. Report of the Nominating Committee
J. Election of Officers and Directors
K. Introduction of Officers and Directors
L. Any Other Business
M. Adjourn
V.

Concluding Remarks

City of Winooski
Vermont’s Opportunity City

27 West Allen Street
Winooski Vermont 05404
802 655 6410
winooskivt.gov

Resolution
Energy Efficiency Day
9.19.22
In support of recognizing the first Wednesday in October as ‘Energy Efficiency Day’ in Winooski
Whereas, the City of Winooski, Vermont is proud to be forward thinking on the impact of energy use
on our built and natural environment; and
Whereas, the 2019 City of Winooski Mater Plan identifies enhanced energy goals that roll up to
Vermont’s Municipal Energy Planning; and
Whereas, Winooski, Vermont is already a leader in moving towards Vermont energy goals by
enhancing a walkable/bikeable land use pattern, use of electric vehicles within the City’s fleet, and
supporting energy efficiency upgrades for residents through the Housing Trust Fund; and
Whereas, energy efficiency is the cheapest, quickest, and cleanest way to meet the City of
Winooski’s energy needs, avoid dangerous pollution, and reduce utility bills for residents and
businesses in our community; and
Whereas, implementing energy efficiency and other clean energy policies and programs can help
boost economic opportunities and job creation while continuing to move Winooski toward a
sustainable future; and
Whereas, smarter energy use reduces the amount of electricity needed to power our lives, which
helps avoid power plant emissions that can harm our health, pollute our air, and warm our climate;
and
Whereas, for cities and states like ours that are trying to tackle harmful pollution, energy efficiency
can get us about halfway toward our emissions reduction goals; and
Whereas, energy efficiency makes our homes and workspaces healthier, safer, and more
comfortable; and
Whereas, cutting energy waste can save City of Winooski households measurable hard-earned
money on their utility bills every year; and
Whereas, improved energy codes for homes and commercial buildings also can significantly reduce
utility costs and create new jobs, and City of Winooski supports increasing the minimum levels of
efficiency for new buildings through adoption and implementation of the Vermont Residential and
Commercial Building Energy Standards; and

Whereas, the businesses and residents of Winooski can continue to contribute to our energy
efficiency efforts by learning about and participating in our Municipal Infrastructure Commission,
Planning Commission, and Housing Commission; and
Whereas, a nationwide network of energy efficiency groups and partners has designated the first
Wednesday in October as Energy Efficiency Day; and
Whereas, together we can continue to contribute to our sustainability efforts by learning more about
energy efficiency and practicing smarter energy use in our daily lives; and
Now, Therefore, the City of Winooski declares October 5th, 2022 as ‘Energy Efficiency Day’ and
urges our residents and businesses to join us in support of cleaner, more efficient energy goals, now
and in the future.

Affirmative Vote:
__________________________
Mayor
__________________________
Councilor
__________________________
Councilor
__________________________
Councilor
__________________________
Councilor
__________________________
Adopted
__________________________
Rejected
__________________________
Attest (City Clerk)
__________________________
Approved Date

